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Preface

Contents

This collection is one in a series of printed and digital resources produced
for Cameroonian teachers as part of an on-going programme, a growing
partnership of national and international NGOs working with education
authorities to strengthen Environmental Education in our schools and colleges.
Cameroon Our Home was a result of efforts to produce Cameroon specific
resources for environmental education that are aligned to current syllabuses,
as well as based on up to date information, issues and concerns, in formats
that are accessible and relevant to teachers needs and contexts. To achieve this
we sourced information from environmental experts – reports, publications,
maps, species lists, newspaper reports, stories, and data sets, related to their
area of activity. It was shared with education experts, teachers and teacher
trainers in three regional groups who worked together and individually to
select, summarise and edit the material provided. Some also produced original
resources from field visits, and interviews. Case studies and lesson plans were
drafted, tested in schools and adapted where necessary before compiling the
most popular into this resource. All of this material is available on-line, it can
be down loaded and reproduced for school use, free of charge. We also surveyed
more than 1000 practicing teachers in 110 schools, in four regions, both French
and English speaking. This helped us select an appropriate pitch and balance of
content.
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Cameroon Our Home is designed to help teachers lever their existing
knowledge and skills so that students graduating from our schools will be
informed, competent and environmentally literate. It is ideal to use alongside
the PACE resource and the ISTP Environmental Education hand book.
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Notes for teachers

Environment and conservation – glossary
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Animal 

"OPSHBOJTNPGUIF,JOHEPN"OJNBMJB CFJOHDIBSBDUFSJTFECZBSFRVJSFNFOU
for complex organic nutrients including proteins or their constituents, which
are usually digested in an internal cavity before assimilation into the body
proper. Animals are distinguished from typical plants by lack of chlorophyll
and inability to perform photosynthesis, cells that lack cellulose walls, and
usually by greater mobility with some ability to move itself, greater irritability
commonly mediated by a nervous system and by frequent presence of discrete
complex sense organs.

Ape

Apes are mammals, a sub-group of primates.
Apes do not have tails (monkeys have tails).
Most apes are larger and spend less time in trees than monkeys do.
Chimpanzee, Bonobo and Gorillas are African apes. Orangutan and Gibbon
are Asian apes. Gibbons are in a sub-group called lesser apes, Chimpanzee,
Bonobo and Gorillas are Great apes.

Arboreal

"OBEKFDUJWFEFTDSJCJOHBOBOJNBMXIJDITQFOETNPTUPGJUTMJGFJOUSFFT

Biodiversity

#JPEJWFSTJUZJOBTFOTFNFBOTFWFSZUIJOHCJPMPHJDBM5FDIOJDBMMZ JUSFGFST
to all hereditarily-based variation at all levels of organisation from the genes
in a single local population or species, to the species composing all or part of
a local community to the communities themselves that make up the living
parts of the different ecosystems in the world.
- Biodiversity refers to the amount of variation, both the number of life forms,
and the number of different kinds (different species) of plants and animals
living in a given ecosystem, biome, or the planet.
-We talk of species, ecosystem, genetic and molecular biodiversity.
- High biodiversity means high variety, low biodiversity means low variety.
- In terrestrial habitats, tropical regions have high biodiversity, temperate
areas have lower biodiversity and polar regions less again.

Biodiversity
hotspot

A region with many endemic species (species that do not occur anywhere
else). Biodiversity hotspots exist all over the world, most are forest areas and
in the tropics. Biodiversity hotspots in Cameroon include Mount Cameroon
BOE,PSVQGPSFTU4PVUI8FTU3FHJPO
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5BLFUJNFUPSFBEUISPVHIUIFEJČFSFOUTFDUJPOT UIFDPOUFOUJTSFMFWBOUUPBMMTVCKFDUBSFBT
'FFMDPOĕEBOUUIBUZPVDBONBLFHPPEVTFPGUIFDPOUFOUT
ćFTBNQMFMFTTPOTBSFJODMVEFEBTBHVJEFćFZBSFOPUQFSGFDU/PUXPUFBDIFSTXJMMIBOEMF
a lesson in the same way so your lessons need not be an exact replica of the examples given.
1SFQSFQBSFZPVSMFTTPOT XIFUIFSZPVBSFBCFHJOOFSPSBOFYQFSJFODFEUFBDIFS
&YQFSJNFOU BMPOFPSXJUIBADSJUJDBMGSJFOEBOEFWBMVBUFBOEBEKVTUCFGPSFQSFTFOUJOH
your lessons to students.
:PVDBOĕOEQJDUVSFTBOEWJEFPTUPTVQQPSUUIFTFTVCKFDUTPOUIFJOUFSOFU CPUIUPJNQSPWF
ZPVSPXONBTUFSZPGUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFSBOEUPTIPXTUVEFOUTJODMBTT.PTUPGPVSTDIPPMT
IBWFQSPKFDUPSTBOEDPNQVUFSTZPVDBOVTFGPSUFBDIJOH
1IPUPTPGUIFQMBOUBOEBOJNBMTQFDJFTNFOUJPOFE NBQTBOEPUIFSSFTPVSDFTBSFBWBJMBCMFPO
UIFJOUFSOFUćFZDBOCFGPVOEGSFFMZUISPVHIBAHPPHMFTFBSDI
%POUUIJOLZPVXJMMOPUNFFUVQ BOZFČPSUUPNPEJGZUIFVTVBMJTEJďDVMUBUĕSTU CVU
becomes simple with time.
,FFQBXBZGSPNUIFTZMMBCVTDPWFSBHFTZOESPNFoUIFOZPVXJMMTFFZPVSOPUFTCFDPNFMFTT
lengthy and your lessons more interesting.

Pedagogy to practice
Learner-centred, participatory and active pedagogic strategies are articulated with the
following character.
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$PNNVOJDBUJPO DPPQFSBUJPOBOEDPMMBCPSBUJPOBSFFOIBODFEJOMFBSOFST
-FBSOJOHNBUFSJBMJTSFMFWBOUUPUIFDIJMETUIJOLJOHBOEFOWJSPONFOU
.BUFSJBMJTUBVHIUBTBHSPXJOHQMBOU CVJMEJOHBOESFĘFDUJOHPOFYJTUJOHLOPXMFEHF
1FFSBOETFMGFWBMVBUJPOQSFWBJMTWBSJFUZPGHSPVQXPSLQBUUFSOTVTFE
ćFMFBSOFSOPUUIFNBUFSJBMJTBUUIFDFOUSF TPJOTUFBEPGUFBDIJOHBTZMMBCVT
POFTBZTA*XBOUUPFOBCMFBOEEFWFMPQBDIJMETVOEFSTUBOEJOH
5FBDIFSJTGBDJMJUBUPS
-FBSOJOHJTGVO OPUFOTJPO
1SPCMFNTPMWJOH DSFBUJWJUZBOEDSJUJDBMUIJOLJOHTLJMMTBSFEFWFMPQFEBOEVTFE
ćFPSZJTMJOLFEUPQSBDUJDF
&ČFDUJWFVTFPGEJEBDUJDNBUFSJBMTMJLFNPEFMTBOEPUIFSMFBSOJOHSFTPVSDFT
3FTFBSDIBOEJOEFQFOEFOUSFĘFDUJPOFOIBODFE
*OEFQFOEFOUSFĘFDUJPOT
8PSLJOHUPFOIBODFUIFTFMGFTUFFNBOEBTTFSUJWFOFTTPGUIFMFBSOFS
'FFECBDLTIPVMECFQSFTFOUFEJOBQPTJUJWFMJHIUBOETVQQPSUUIFDSJUFSJBBCPWF
)BOETPOEFDL MFBSOJOHCZEPJOH
"MMTFOTFTBDUJWBUFEBOEVTFE LJOFTUIFUJD BVEJUPSZBOEWJTVBM
%FNPDSBUJDQSBDUJDFTBSFFOGPSDFE
-FBSOFSTUBLFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ
1SPCMFNTPMWJOH VTFPGDSJUJDBMUIJOLJOHBOEFORVJSZ
"MPUPGGPDVTPOTIBSJOHBOENBLJOHVTFPGFYQFSJFODFTVTFPGHSPVQXPSL
0QQPSUVOJUJFTGPSTPMWJOHEBJMZMJGFQSPCMFNTQSPWJEFE


Bonobo

Bonobo is a common English name for the species Pan paniscus, There are
only two species in the genus Pan, the other is the chimpanzee. Bonobos have
a thinner body, smaller head, darker face and more peaceful behavior than
chimpanzees. They occur only in DRC, in the humid, lowland forests south of
the Congo river.

Botany

The science of plants, the branch of biology dealing with plants.
The plant life of a given region, eg. the botany of Central Region, or the
botany of the Wouri mangroves area.

Botanical

Of or relating to plants
The systematic listing of plant species found in a specified area.

Botanical

inventory
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Buffer zone

Bush 

In Cameroon wildlife and forestry law a buffer zone is a clearly defined belt
of land around each national park, natural reserve or game reserve, a zone
designed as a transition between the protected area and zones where hunting
(cynegetic), farming (agricultural) and other activities are freely carried out.
Within a buffer zone, certain human activities may be allowed if they follow
a management plan approved by the minister in charge of wildlife.
The instrument setting up a protected area shall lay down the limits of its
buffer zone.

Chimpanzees are mammals, one of two species in the genus Pan. They
resemble humans more closely than any other ape. Chimpanzees, scientific
name Pan troglodytes live only in equatorial Africa, they are divided into
four sub-species – P. t. verus, P.t. troglodytes, P.t. schweinfurthii
and P.t. T.ellioti.

CITES

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species is an international
agreement between governments. Its aim is to ensure that international trade in
specimens of wild animals and plants does not threaten their survival. Because
trade in wild animals and plants crosses national borders, regulation to
safeguard species from over-exploitation requires international cooperation.
CITES was conceived in the spirit of such cooperation. It accords varying
degrees of protection to more than 30,000 species of animals and plants,
species that may be traded as live specimens, fur coats or dried herbs. CITES
was drafted after a resolution adopted in 1963 at a meeting of IUCN (The
World Conservation Union) members. The text of the Convention was agreed
at a meeting of representatives of 80 countries in Washington, D.C., the
United States of America, on 3 March 1973, and on 1 July 1975 CITES
entered in force. The original of the Convention was in the Chinese, English,
French, Russian and Spanish languages, each version being equally authentic.
CITES is an international agreement to which (countries) adhere voluntarily.
4UBUFTUIBUIBWFBHSFFEUPCFCPVOECZUIF$POWFOUJPO AKPJOFE$*5&4 BSF
known as Parties. Although CITES is legally binding on the Parties – in other
words they have to implement the Convention – it does not take the place of
national laws. Rather it provides a framework to be respected by each Party,
which has to adopt its own domestic legislation to ensure that CITES is
implemented at the national level. It has 178 Parties.

Classified forest An area of forest owned by the state and managed under the National Zoning
Plan. Classified forest may be permanent or non- permanent (ie. can be
converted to other land use at some time). Permanent forest may be state or
council managed. Forests may be managed for plant and animal conservation
or for production of timber.
‘Clearing’
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"OBSFBTBWFSBHFBUNPTQIFSJD XFBUIFS DPOEJUJPOTover a long period of
time. Weather refers to the short term

Climate change

- Long term changes in average atmospheric conditions (weather).
- Modern industry and transport still relies on fossil fuels (coal, oil, gas,
petrol, diesel) to produce energy. When burnt, these fuels produce
carbon dioxide and other carbon gases which collect in the atmosphere
DBVTJOHBAHSFFOIPVTFFČFDU"TDBSCPOEJPYJEFJOUIFBUNPTQIFSF
increases, the planet warms up. This anthropogenic climate change
may cause unpredictable and unusual weather.



.FBU.FBUGSPNBOJNBMTUIBUMJWFXJMEJOAUIFCVTI JODPOUSBTU
to animals from a farm.

Chimpanzee



Climate 

The act of removing the trees or natural vegetation cover of a forestland in
order to use such land for purposes other than forestry, irrespective of the
NFBOTVTFEJOSFNPWBM

Cobalt

Cobalt is a mineral. A hard, magnetic, silver, white, bivalent and trivalent
metallic element belonging to the same family as iron and nickel. It occurs
usually with nickel or copper either in nickel iron alloys, or combined in
minerals from which it is isolated as a by product. It is essential as a trace
element in plant and animal nutrition. Cobalt is used to produce magnetic
alloys and hard alloys resistant to abrasion, corrosion and high temperatures.
Symbol - Co.

Community
conservation

An approach (way of going about) conservation of nature that meets both
natural environment and local (human) community needs by involving local
people in the process of wildlife or habitat management. This often involves
trying to develop the sustainable use of natural resources, in order that the
XJMEMJGFPSIBCJUBUCFJOHDPOTFSWFEAQBZTJUTXBZGPSMPDBMDPNNVOJUJFT


Compost

A mixture of decayed plant and food matter that improves soil. Compost
makes soil less susceptible to erosion, the organic matter in compost holds
water in the soil and breaks down to provide nutrients to the plants.

Concession

A concession is the right given by a government to an individual or company
to exploit the products and services of a particular area, in return for a
payment. A concession may for example, be given to exploit the timber in an
area of forest, or to extract minerals from an area of land. A concession does
not confer ownership of the land, merely a right to exploit specified resources.

Conservation

- The action of keeping from harm, decay, loss or waste. Careful stewardship.
- Maintenance of existing conditions, institutions, rights, …..
- The preservation of the environment, especially natural resources.
- Planned management of nature or a natural resource to prevent destruction
or harm.

Conservationist - A supporter, proponent or advocate of natural habitat and wildlife
conservation.
- A person who works for or promotes conservation of the natural
environment, natural habitats and wildlife.
The Convention An international legally binding treaty signed by 150 government leaders at
on Biological
the 1992 Rio Earth Summit. It is dedicated to promoting sustainable
Diversity
development, recognizing that ecosystems, species and genetic resources must
be used for the benefit of humans but in a way and at a rate that does not lead
to long-term decline of biological diversity.

7

continued from
previous page

The Convention has three main goals:
1. conservation of biological diversity,
2. sustainable use of its components (all ecosystems, species and genetic resources),
3. fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from genetic resources.

$ZOFHFUJD[POF



"DDPSEJOHUP$BNFSPPOTXJMEMJGFMBXPGoBDZOFHFUJD[POFJTBOZ
protected area reserved for hunting and managed by the service in charge of
wildlife, a natural person or corporate body, or local council and in which any
IVOUJOHBDUJWJUZJTTVCKFDUUPUIFQBZNFOUPGBGFFEFUFSNJOFECZUIF'JOBODF
Law. No hunting that involves fully protected species shall be carried out in a
cynegetic zone. NB Cynegetic comes from the ancient Greek word
kynēgetikosNFBOJOHAPGPSSFMBUJOHUPIVOUJOH

Decomposition

The process by which things break down, decay, rot.

Deforestation


Loss of forest due to clearing or felling trees on a large scale. Destruction of a
IBCJUBUNBZSFTVMUGSPNOBUVSBMFWFOUTMJLFWPMDBOJDBDUJWJUZ ĘPPEJOH
tornados, drought, or from human activity like mining, deforestation,
DPOTUSVDUJPOQSPKFDUT IZESPQSPKFDUT BHSJDVMUVSBMFYQBOTJPO PSGSPN
pollution. Any of the above may cause habitat fragmentation, resulting in an
area of forest, grass or wetlands being broken up into a few or many small areas.



Diamonds
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Diamond is a mineral, it is the hardest substance known. Native carbon
crystallised in the isometric system often in the form of octahedrons with
rounded edges, and usually near colourless. When transparent and free from
ĘBXTJTIJHIMZWBMVFEBTBQSFDJPVTTUPOFEVFUPSFNBSLBCMFCSJMMJBODFBOE
play of colours. The hardness of diamonds make them invaluable for industrial
purposes, in abrasive powders, rock drills, turning tools. Off-coloured or
ĘBXFEEJBNPOETBSFVTVBMMZVTFEJOJOEVTUSZ

Ecosystem

A dynamic complex made up of plants, animals, microorganisms and their
physical non-living surroundings, such as soil, rock, weather, etc. which by
their interaction constitute a unit. Examples are marine, lake, soil, forest or
mountain ecosystems.

Ecosystem
or ecological
services

Resources and processes provided by ecosystems and species. These include:
Provisioning services
– production of food (including seafood and game), crops, wild foods, spices.
- water
- raw materials for medicines, pharmaceuticals
- minerals
- energy (hydropower, biomass fuels, wood, coal)
Regulating services
- like control of climate and disease
- purification of water and air
- carbon sequestration and climate regulation
- waste decomposition and detoxification, breakdown of different substances
- crop pollination
- pest and disease control

Ecosystem
services
continued

Supporting services
- nutrient cycling and dispersal
- seed dispersal and crop pollination
- primary production
Cultural services
- cultural, intellectual and spiritual inspiration and benefits.
- recreation, including ecotourism.

Ecosystem
service
providers


Species or populations of organisms providing specific ecosystem services.
Can also refer to a person or community who are protecting or maintaining an
ecosystem to allow it to provide a service (e.g. a village council maintaining
GPSFTUFEIJMMTJEFTUPQSFWFOUĘPPEJOHBOETPJMFSPTJPO 

Education for
Sustainable
Development

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is an approach to education
UIBUQSPWJEFTUIFLOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMTGPSDSJUJDBMSFĘFDUJPOBOEUPNPUJWBUF
actions that promote sustainable development and actions that are in harmony
with nature. It is underpinned by an ethic of solidarity, equality and mutual
respect among people, countries, cultures and generations.

Endangered

Under threat, or in peril of probable harm or loss.

Endangered
species

Species whose continued existence is threatened in some way.

Endemic

- Belonging, native or restricted to a particular place or region or people:
characteristic of or prelevant in a particular field, area or environment.
- Plants and animals are said to be endemic to an area when they occur
OPXIFSFFMTF&OEFNJTNDBOCFUPBSFHJPO MJLFUIF$POHP#BTJOUPB
country, like Cameroon or very local, ie to a single mountain, or river valley.



Energy


&OFSHZJTBOPCKFDUTDBQBCJMJUZUPEPXPSL UIBUJTUPFYFSUBGPSDFUISPVHIB
EJTUBODFPOBOPUIFSPCKFDU"OZNPWFNFOU HSPXJOH IFBUJOHVQ DSFBUJOHB
light or producing a sound is due to energy. Different forms of energy include
kinetic, potential, thermal, chemical, electrical, electrochemical, light, sound
and nuclear.

Environment

- The region surrounding a place.
- The set of circumstances or conditions especially physical, in which a
person or community lives, works, develops, etc, or a thing operates.
- The external conditions affecting the life of a plant or animal.

Environmental



- Of or pertaining to the environment.
$PODFSOFEXJUIUIFDPOTFSWBUJPOPGUIFFOWJSPONFOUPęFOVTFEUP
NFBOAOPUIBSNGVMUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU

Environmentalist A person who is concerned about or seeks to protect the natural environment,
or elements of the natural environment.

9

Environmental
sustainability

Sustainability can be defined as the ability to continue a defined activity in the
long term. An activity is environmentally sustainable if it does not harm or
deplete the local or global environment to the extent that it can no longer take
place in the long term.
-In resource use, this means that the rate of harvest should not exceed the rate
of regeneration (eg.trees should be cut down only if there are others growing
to replace them).
-In waste management, waste should only be produced at a rate which can be
assimilated by the environment.
-The use of non-renewable resources (like minerals) can only be sustainable if
there is full recycling.

Evolve

Change slowly over a long period of time

Evolution

- A theory proposing that life on Earth developed and diversified from a single
common ancestor into millions of different forms over the past 3.5 billion
years. Evolution is studied at a large-scale (the evolution of new species over
many generations) and on a small- scale (how the frequency of particular
genes change from one generation to the next).
- Evolution is said to result from the process of genetic inheritance,
specifically: mutation (change in DNA sequence due to error in replication or
SFQBJS migration HFOFĘPXEVFUPNJHSBUJPOPGJOEJWJEVBMTGSPNBEJČFSFOU
QPQVMBUJPO genetic drift (chance changes from generation to generation) and
natural selection (“survival of the fittest”).




Evolved


A species is said to have evolved when it has developed due to evolution over
BMPOHQFSJPEPGUJNF&H&MFQIBOUTFBSTFWPMWFEBTBXBZPGSFHVMBUJOHCPEZ
temperature by increasing their surface area to volume ratio.

Ex situ
conservation

Protecting an endangered species out of its habitat, e.g. in a zoo or botanic
garden.

Extinct

A species is extinct when there are no living individuals in existence (locally
or globally).

Extinction

The permanent loss of a species of living organism from the surface of the
earth. Extinction occurs when the last individual dies.

Forest

Forest inventory The systematic collection of data and forest information for assessment or
analysis.
Forest Reserve

A general term for an area of forest set aside and protected by the government
as a wildlife refuge or nature reserve. Definition of the different types of forest
reserves in Cameroon and laws that apply to these are laid out in law No.
94/01 of 20 January 1994, copies are available on the LAGA web site.

Fossil Fuels

Fossil fuels (eg coal and oil) are the fossilized remains of living organisms –
300 million years ago, in the Carboniferous Period the Earth was covered in
dense forest, as trees died, they were buried under layers of soil and gradually
transformed by high pressure and temperature into the coal now being mined
and burnt all over the world. This is fossilisation. Oil and natural gas are made
JOBTJNJMBSXBZGSPNUIFCPEJFTPGNBSJOFQMBOLUPO PSHBOJTNTXIJDIĘPBUJO
UIFPQFOPDFBOBOEGBMMUPUIFTFBĘPPSXIFOUIFZEJF8IFOGPTTJMGVFMTBSF
burned, the carbon taken out of the atmosphere when these plants
photosynthesized millions of years ago, is released back into the atmosphere.




Game-ranch

An area protected and managed for the purpose of exploiting wild animals for
food or for other purposes.

Game reserve

In Cameroon law a Game reserve is an area:
- set aside for the conservation, management and propagation of wildlife and
GPSUIFQSPUFDUJPOBOENBOBHFNFOUPGJUTIBCJUBU
wherein hunting is forbidden, except by authorization of the minister in
DIBSHFPGXJMEMJGF BTQBSUPGEVMZBQQSPWFENBOBHFNFOUPQFSBUJPOT
- where dwelling and other human activities are regulated or forbidden.




Fishery resources8JUIJOUIFDPOUFYUPGUIF$BNFSPPOJBOMBXNFBOTAĕTI TFBGPPE NPMMVTDTBOE
algae from the marine, estuarine and fresh water environments, including
sedentary animals in such environments.
Fission

- The splitting of the nucleus of an atom into nuclei of lighter atoms.
Fission releases a large amount of energy as heat and light.
- Humans generate electricity from controlled nuclear fission in nuclear
power stations.

Flagship species Flagship species are sometimes called Charismatic species, because for one
reason or another they capture public attention and support for conservation.
Flagship species, eg Gorilla, Lions, Panda Bears act as ambassadors for
wildlife, nature in general, or for a particular ecosystem.
10

Large tract of land covered with trees and undergrowth.

Genetic resources The genetic material of plants, animals or micro-organisms.
Advances in bio-technology and biochemistry are enabling new ways of using
genetic material. Genetic resources in Cameroon are the property of the State.
The Nagoya Protocol of the Convention on Biological Diversity covers Access
to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising
from their Utilization. This document, not yet in force, clarifies who should
benefit from new discoveries based on genetic material and addresses the
problem of bio-piracy, where plant or animal resources are commercially
exploited without compensating the countries or communities where they are
found and traditionally used.
Global warming *ODSFBTFPWFSUJNFPGUIFBWFSBHFUFNQFSBUVSFPG&BSUITBUNPTQIFSFBOE
oceans.
- The IPCC estimate that in the last 100 years global average surface
temperature increased by 0.6 °C (+/-0.2 °C ), and that “most of the observed
warming over the last 50 years is likely to have been due to the increase in
greenhouse gas concentrations.”
- The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is a committee set up in
1988 by the United Nations, it reviews the most recent scientific, technical and
socio-economic information produced worldwide on climate change.

11

Gold

Gorilla

A precious metal characterised by its yellowish colour, resistance to tarnishing
and corrosion, and great malleability and ductility. It is a chemical element of
the transition series, atomic number 79 (symbol Au).
-The largest of the primates, gorillas are great apes that live only in the forests
of central Africa.
-There are two species of gorilla - the Western gorilla (Gorilla gorilla) and the
Eastern gorilla (Gorilla beringei), that are divided into four, possibly five
subspecies.
-The Western lowland gorilla, the Cross River gorilla and the Mountain gorilla
are classified as Critically Endangered on the IUCN Red list, whilst the
Eastern lowland gorilla is classified as Endangered.
-All gorilla species are listed on Appendix 1 of (CITES 2010) the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.
- Gorillas are threatened by habitat destruction, hunting and the Ebola viru

Green House

A building with walls made of glass or sometimes clear plastic.
The glass allows sunlight to enter and traps heat inside. Greenhouses are used
in colder climates, for growing plants because they create a hot,
humid atmosphere that suits some species.

Green house
effect

Warming of the earth, that results from increased greenhouse gases in the
BUNPTQIFSFBCTPSCJOHUIFTVOTIFBUBOEUSBQQJOHJUJOUIFBUNPTQIFSF KVTUBT
heat is trapped inside a greenhouse.

Greenhouse gases Gases that contribute to a green house effect, including - water vapour, CO2 ,
methane, nitrous oxide, ozone, CFCs

Abbreviation of Hydroelectric

Hydroelectric


(FOFSBUJOHFMFDUSJDJUZCZVUJMJTJOHUIFFOFSHZPGGBMMJOHPSĘPXJOHXBUFS
QFSUBJOJOHUPTVDIHFOFSBUJPOFMFDUSJDJUZHFOFSBUFEJOUIJTXBZ

Hydro power 

&MFDUSJDJUZHFOFSBUFECZVUJMJTJOHUIFFOFSHZPGGBMMJOHPSĘPXJOHXBUFS

Inventory

An itemized catalogue or list of tangible goods or property, or of intangible
attributes or qualities.

In situ
conservation

Protecting an endangered animal on site, or in its habitat.

IUCN


The International Union for the Conservation of Nature it a large, internation
DPOTFSWBUJPOPSHBOJTBUJPO*UXBTGPVOEFEJOBTUIFXPSMETĕSTUHMPCBM
environmental organization, it is the largest professional global conservation
network with more than 1,200 member organizations including 200+
government and 900+ non-government organizations and almost 11,000
voluntary scientists and experts, grouped in six Commissions in some 160
countries. IUCN provides a forum for conservationists and has conservation
QSPKFDUTBOEBDUJWJUJFTBSPVOEUIFXPSME*UJTGVOEFECZHPWFSONFOUT CJMBUFSBM
and multilateral agencies, foundations, member organizations and
corporations.



IUCN Red List

The IUCN Red List catalogues and highlights plants and animals that are at
risk of global extinction (i.e. those listed as Critically Endangered,
Endangered and Vulnerable). It provides taxonomic, conservation status and
distribution information on plants and animals that have been globally
evaluated for the risk of extinction.
The IUCN Red List also includes information on plants and animals that are
categorized as Extinct or Extinct in the WildUBYBUIBUDBOOPUCFFWBMVBUFE
CFDBVTFPGJOTVďDJFOUJOGPSNBUJPO JF BSFData Deficient BOEUIPTFDMPTF
to meeting the threatened thresholds or that would be threatened were it not
for an ongoing taxon-specific conservation programme (i.e., are Near
Threatened). The information is held in a database that can be accessed
publically, on-line.

Habitat

The physical environment in which a plant or animal naturally or normally
lives.

Half life

The time taken for half the atoms in a radioactive material to undergo decay



Hunt

- pursue or chase with the goal of capturing and killing (wild animals or
game) for food or sport.
- of an animal, to pursue prey.
- make a diligent or energetic search for, look eagerly.
- drive away from a place, by pursuit or harassment. Pursue vexatiously,
pester.

Logging

The work or business of felling and trimming trees and transporting the logs to
a mill

Mangrove

Tropical trees or shrubs of the family Rhizophoraceae, and the genera
Rhizophora and Bruguiera that have interlacing aerial roots, which form
distinctive dense thickets in muddy swamps bordering the sea.

Hunter

A person engaged in the pursuit of wild animals or game. A person who
hunts.
A person who searches or seeks diligently or energetically for something.
A dog, good at, or used in hunting.

Hunting grounds - A zone where hunting activities are authorized and carried out in
accordance with hunting regulations.
- Community hunting grounds are hunting grounds in a non-permanent

4UBUFGPSFTUUIBUJTUIFTVCKFDUPGBNBOBHFNFOUDPOWFOUJPOCFUXFFOB
local community and the service in charge of wildlife.
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Hydro

Mangrove Forest A forest formation found in areas bordering the sea, and largely composed of
Rhizophora species.
Mineral


- A naturally occurring substance that is neither animal nor vegetable in
PSJHJOJOPSHBOJD
- A substance obtained by mining, especially one that is not a native
metal, an ore.
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Mineral

The process of extracting coal or minerals form the ground.

Monkey 

.POLFZTBSFQSJNBUFTćFZBSFJOUIFBOUISPQPJEHSPVQPGQSJNBUFT
humans, apes, marmosets and tamarins are also anthropoid primates.
- Monkeys have tails. Apes do not.
- Monkeys are in the families Cebidae (capuchins, howler monkeys,…),
Callitricidae (marmosets, tamarins,...), and Cercopithecidae (baboons,
macaques, colobuses

National Park










National forest
estate

-BSHFBSFBTPGDPVOUSZTJEFQSPUFDUFECZMBXGPSUIFFOKPZNFOUPGUIFHFOFSBM
public or the preservation of wildlife. Run differently in different countries.
%FĕOFEJO$BNFSPPOMBXBTBOVOJOUFSSVQUFEBSFBXIPTFGBVOB ĘPSB TPJM
subsoil, atmosphere, waters and natural environment as a whole are of special
interest and should be preserved from any natural deterioration and protected
against any human interference likely to alter their outlook, composition and
evolution. In Cameroon the following shall be forbidden in national parks:
IVOUJOHBOEĕTIJOH FYDFQUBTQBSUPGBQBSLNBOBHFNFOUPQFSBUJPO
JOEVTUSJBMBDUJWJUJFT
FYUSBDUJPOPGNBUFSJBMT
QPMMVUJPOPGBOZOBUVSF
GBSNJOH HSB[JOHBOEGPSFTUSZBDUJWJUJFT
TUSBZEPNFTUJDBOJNBMT
BJSDSBęĘZJOHBUBOBUUJUVEFPGMFTTUIBON
- the introduction of local or imported animal and plant species, except
for scientific purposes or as part of management operations authorized
by the minister in charge of wildlife.

Permanent and
Non-permanent
forest

The total area of forest that is owned by the state and managed under the
National Zoning Plan. National Forest Estate is made up of permanent and
non-permanent forests, regulations and definitions relating to these are laid
down in Law No. 94/01of 20 January 1994.
Permanent Forests are subdivided into State Forests and Council Forests
Non-permanent forest is divided into Communal forests, Community forests
and Forests belonging to Private individuals.

Natural Forest
Regeneration

The regrowth of a forest due to natural seed fall and sprouting, without
interference from humans.

Natural
Resources

The land, animals, plants, forests, minerals, and water that exist naturally in a
place.

Natural selection One of the basic mechanisms underlying the theory of evolution. It occurs
when a breeding population has a variety of traits (eg some elephants have
smaller ears, some larger ears). The traits which allow individuals to survive
better and produce more offspring will occur more frequently in the next
generation, and gradually come to occur in most individuals.
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Non timber
forest products

All useful things (other than timber) that can be harvested from forests –
NTFPs include fruits and seeds, herbs, cane and rattan, and other plant and
animal material. NTFPs may be used for construction, medicine, food, spices,
traditional ceremonies, to make clothing, or any other purpose.

Organic matter

Material that originates from living plants and/or animals.

Ozone

0[POFJTBIBSNGVMHBTBUUIF&BSUITTVSGBDFCVUJTJNQPSUBOUJOUIFVQQFS
atmosphere. It blocks ultra-violet rays from the sun, if these rays pass through
the atmosphere they can have harmful effects on earth.

Ozone layer

A region, a layer, in the atmosphere composed of ozone molecules, which
forms a natural shield that protects the earth from the harmful effects of the
TVOTVMUSBWJPMFU 67 SBZT



Paper mash

The process of, or items made from, recycling paper or cardboard by cutting it
into small pieces, soaking in water, mashing into a pulp, forming shapes and
drying these until they are hard.

Participatory
management

Any wildlife resource management approach which, at each stage in its design
and implementation, involves the local population and all other stakeholders
as much as possible.

Plant


A living organism other than an animal, typically fixed to a substrate, able to
TVCTJTUXIPMMZPOJOPSHBOJDTVCTUBODFT BOENPWJOHDIJFĘZCZHSPXUI
especially such an organism having cellulose cell walls, and capable of
photosynthesis by means of chlorophyll.

Poacher

A person who takes game (wild animals, birds, fish) illegally or unfairly.

Poach

To encroach or trespass on the land or rights of another to acquire something
unlawfully or unfairly, especially game/ bush meat, fish or birds.

Poaching

- Any hunting activity without a license, out of season, in reserved areas
or with prohibited vehicles or weapons.

Pollution

- Presence in the environment, or introduction into it, of substances
which have harmful or unpleasant effects.
- Occurs when the environment is contaminated or “dirty” due to the
addition of unnatural things such as trash, chemicals, or other harmful
substances.
- A thing that pollutes.

Prehistoric

0GPSSFMBUJOHUPUIFQFSJPECFGPSFSFDPSEFEIJTUPSZWFSZPME

Preserve 

,FFQBMJWFPSTBWF LFFQJOFYJTUFODF LFFQGSFFGSPNEFDBZ
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Primate

Protect

A member of the group of mammals which includes humans, monkeys, and
apes. They are intelligent. Most live in families, pairs or large troops and care
for and protect others in their group. There are 200 species of primate.
Primates have bodies covered with hair. They are the only animals with
opposable thumbs which enables gripping and holding things. They have eyes
facing forwards, giving 3D vision. Monkeys are found in Africa, Asia, Central
and South America. Gorillas, chimpanzees, bonobos are primates found only
in Africa. Orangutans and Gibbons are Asian primates.
To keep something from harm or destruction.

Protected areas %FĕOFEJO$BNFSPPOJBOMBXBTAB[POFHFPHSBQIJDBMMZEFMJNJUFEBOENBOBHFE
with a view to conserving and realizing the sustainable harnessing of one or

NPSFHJWFOSFTPVSDFT

Radiation

Energy that is transferred by rays as atoms or molecules undergo change.

Radioactivity

The spontaneous release of neutrons, alpha, beta particles, or gamma rays,
from an atom with an unstable nucleus.

Range

The area over which the occurrence of a species is possible, ie where
conditions suitable for it to live exist.

Range-restricted A range-restricted species is one with a small range. In conservation, a
common threshold for defining range-restricted species is that the range size is
< 50,000 km2 (Terborgh & Winter, 1983). In the absence of other
information, the IUCN Red list assumes that species with a very restricted
range are critically endangered.
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Reforestation

The replanting of trees (a forest) in an area where trees grew before and have
been burned, cut down or removed in some other way.

Recycle

To use again, to convert waste of any kind into a usable form.

Renewable
resources
/ non-renewable
resources

- Can be replenished, timber can be cut and more planted, solar energy
can be harnessed and more is produced by the sun, we can harvest fish
and those remaining will breed and restock the waters.
- Non-renewable resources are finite – we can drill for oil until reserves
are used up: we can mine for gold until the deposits are finished.

Research 



4ZTUFNBUJDJOWFTUJHBUJPOJOUPBOETUVEZPGBTVCKFDUUISPVHIBDPVSTFPG
scientific inquiry, critical study of materials and other sources to
establish facts, collate information and reach new conclusions.
- Formal postgraduate study or investigation.
4VSWFZJOHPGPQJOJPOTPSCBDLHSPVOEJOGPSNBUJPOSFMFWBOUUPBQSPKFDU

Resource

Available assets, stock or reserve which can be drawn on when necessary.

Restoration

The process of returning something to its original, natural state or form.

Sacred forest

An area of forest that has spiritual significance to people (usually) living
nearby.

Sanctuary




- A place of refuge.
*O$BNFSPPOXJMEMJGFBOEGPSFTUSZMBXBTBODUVBSZJTEFĕOFEBTABOBSFB
within which only specially designated animal or plant species are given full
protection. The list of such species shall be drawn up by the minister in
DIBSHFPGXJMEMJGF

Seedling

A plant in the first stages of growth following germination.

Semi-natural
area


A habitat where human-induced changes can be detected or one that is
JOĘVFODFEUPTPNFFYUFOUCZIVNBONBOBHFNFOUTVDIBTDVMUJWBUJPO HSB[JOH
IBCJUBUJPO4PNFTFNJOBUVSBMIBCJUBUTDPOUBJOIJHICJPEJWFSTJUZBOEPSĘPSB
and fauna of great interest.

Silver

Silver is a precious metal with the chemical symbol Ag and atomic number 47.
It is a soft, white, lustrous transition metal that has the highest electrical
conductivity of any element and the highest thermal conductivity of any metal.

Soil

Soil forms naturally, on the surface of the earth, its composition, structure and
appearance varies greatly according to climate, geology, past and present
human, plant and animal presence and activity. It is made up of variable
combinations of naturally broken down rock, organic matter from decayed
plants and animals and other materials. Soil contains animals like earthworms,
bacteria and beetle larvae that move, feed in and break down dead organic
matter. Soil is regenerated as plant debris fall from trees and the rock
underneath and above is broken up by roots, erosion and animals.

Solar

Of the sun, or sunlight.

Species

In biological classification, a group of individuals (plant or animal) that have
common qualities or characteristics – generally members of a species can
breed among themselves. Morphology or genetic similarity may also be used
to delimit species.

State forest

Areas of forest belonging to the State, permanent or non-permanent and
managed for protection or production. These may include production forests,
Protection forests, Teaching and research forests, Forest plantations,
Recreation forests, Plant life sanctuaries, Botanical gardens, Integral
ecological reserves, Game reserves, Hunting areas, State game ranches,
Wildlife sanctuaries, Buffer zones, State Zoological Gardens, National Parks.

Survey

Carry out a systematic focused investigation of something, examine and
ascertain the condition, situation, or value of something – a habitat may be
surveyed, a house may be surveyed, a group of people or a set of books may
be surveyed

Sustain

Support, keep from failing or giving away, cause to continue in a certain state,
maintain the proper level or standard, bear up or hold out.

Sustainable

Of a defined activity, something that can continue indefinitely at the same rate
or level, with the same inputs, and without leading to depletion of resources
required to finance, or to furnish the activity.
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- Defined in 1987 by United Nations as development that “…meets the
needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”.
- Later definitions state that Sustainable development is “based on long
term renewable use of biological resources”, and “underpinned by an
ethic of solidarity, equality and mutual respect among people,
DPVOUSJFT DVMUVSFTBOEHFOFSBUJPOTJUJTEFWFMPQNFOUJOIBSNPOZXJUI
nature …”

Turbine 

"OFOHJOFUIBUFYUSBDUTFOFSHZGSPNBĘPXPGĘVJEPSTUFBN

Uranium
uranium-235

- A natural radioactive element found in pitchblende.
- An isotope of uranium that undergoes fission and is used as fuel for
nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons
- An isotope of uranium used to make plutonium.

Energy that is produced in a way (using a process) that can continue
indefinitely without depleting non-renewable resources or damaging the
environment. Renewable energy sources include solar, wind and hydroelectric
power. Nuclear power may also be preferable to fossil fuels in that it does not
produce greenhouse gas emissions. Each of these energy generation methods
have effects on the environment which need to be managed. Humankind needs
to invest in more research and development for sustainable energy generation.

Viable
populations

Populations that are large enough to maintain themselves.

Waste

Something that has been discarded or has no perceived use.
Trash or refuse.

Waste
management

Organisation of waste, the collection, storage, sorting, transportation, disposal
and in some case recycling.

Wild animals

Animals that are not farmed or cared for by human beings, usually refers to
species that are not commonly domesticated.

- Related to the land or the ground. A terrestrial animal or plant lives or
grows on land as opposed to in water, or on the ground rather than in
or on trees.
- When referring to an animal, one that forages (searches for food) both
on the ground and in trees, or on land and in water. Or of a plant that
can be found growing on the ground and in trees or on rocks.

Wildlife 


*O&OHMJTI AXJMEMJGFJTVTFEBTAXJMEBOJNBMTBCPWF
*O'SFODIUIFUFSNSFGFSTUPBOJNBMT MBGBVOF BOEQMBOUT MBĘPSF UIBU
exist in nature independently of human beings.
*O$BNFSPPOMBXXJMEMJGFNFBOTABMMUIFTQFDJFTCFMPOHJOHUPBOZ
natural ecosystem as well as all species captured from their natural
habitat for domestication purposes.

Toxic

Poisonous, harmful to health

Wildlife
conservation

Toxic waste

Toxic waste usually refers to potentially or actually poisonous or harmful by
products or refuse of a process, industrial, medical, chemical or biological.
Nuclear power stations produce toxic radioactive waste that needs special
management.

Sustainable
development



Sustainable
energy

Sustainable
management

Terrestrial
Semi-terrestrial

Rules and methods to follow such that a renewable resource is not used up
faster than it can be regenerated or replaced by natural processes. Fisheries,
forests, wildlife and water supplies can be sustainably managed.

Trans-boundary "TJOHMFNBOBHFNFOUQSPHSBNNF QSPKFDUPSTUSBUFHZUIBUJOWPMWFTNPSFUIBO
management
one national territory: The Cross River Gorilla Conservation strategy is
(of wildlife)
AUSBOTCPVOEBSZCFDBVTFJUJODMVEFTBSFBTJO$BNFSPPOBOEJOBEKBDFOU
Nigeria. The Sangha Tri-National Complex is said to be one of the most

JNQPSUBOUDPOTFSWBUJPOBSFBTJO$FOUSBM"GSJDB JUJODMVEFTUISFFBEKBDFOU
national parks in three countries, Lobeke in Cameroon, Dzanga-Ndoki in
Central African Republic and Nouabalé-Ndoki , Republic of Congo.
Transparent 

Transparency
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PGBOPCKFDU USBOTNJUTMJHIU TVDIUIBUPCKFDUTMZJOHCFZPOEBSFDMFBSMZ
visible.
- used in reference to openness and accountability in financial transactions,
negotiations and decision-making in politics, business, administration, science
and other sectors.

uranium-238



Activities carried out with the goal of ensuring that wild animals, plants and
the ecosystems in which they exist are sustained in the long term.

Wildlife reserve - An area of land that is protected and managed in order to preserve a

TQFDJĕFE VTVBMMZSBSF FOEBOHFSFEPSPUIFSXJTFTQFDJBMIBCJUBU ĘPSBBOEPS
fauna.
- In Cameroonian law a Game Reserve is an area set aside for the
conservation, management and propagation of wildlife and for the protection

BOENBOBHFNFOUPGJUTIBCJUBU
- wherein hunting is forbidden, except by authorization of the minister in

DIBSHFPGXXJMEMJGF BTQBSUPGEVMZBQQSPWFENBOBHFNFOUPQFSBUJPOT
- where dwelling and other human activities are regulated or forbidden

Zoology

The science of animals.
The branch of biology dealing with animals.

Zoological

Of or relating to animals.

The condition of being transparent.
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Wildlife and forestry law

Answers to some frequent questions
‘Hunting’ is the killing or capturing of animal species using hunting equipments.
8IJMFADPMMFDUJPOJTUIFCVZJOHPGBMSFBEZLJMMFEPSDBQUVSFEBOJNBMTGSPNIVOUFSTGPSGVSUIFS
commercialization.
A ‘Collection permit’ is required for the trade in meat. A collection permit is issued by the
administration in charge of wildlife.

Our teachers have created and used two separate lessons based on Cameroon wildlife and
forestry laws. You may like to develop these in different ways. Full copies of all Cameroon
wildlife and forestry laws can be accessed, at no cost on the UNAFAS and LAGA websites.
Extracts are provided below.
In Cameroon, animals species are grouped into three classes, A, B, and C according to Section
78 of the 1994 wildlife law and Section 1 of the Order No 0648/MINFOF of 18 December 2006.
The species of Class C shall comprise all animals apart from species of class A and B. These
species are partially protected and their capture or killing shall be regulated by the conditions
laid down by Order of the Minister in charge of wildlife.
Therefore this regulation shall concern the hunting and collection of these species.

Concerning hunting: 'JSTUMZ UIFIVOUJOHPG$MBTT$BOJNBMTSFRVJSFTBQFSNJUGPSANFEJVN
IVOUJOHPSATNBMMIVOUJOHBDDPSEJOHUP4FDUJPOPG0SEFS/¡PG%FDFNCFS
These permits are issued on payment of certain fees regulated by the 1996 Finance law. For
OBUJPOBMT UIFGFFGPSBATNBMMIVOUJOHQFSNJUJT'DGBGPSUIFIVOUJOHPGHBNFCJSET
BOE'DGBGPSUIFIVOUJOHPGHBNFBOJNBMTćFGFFGPSBANFEJVNIVOUJOHQFSNJUJT
65.000Fcfa for nationals.
Secondly, Section 5 of the same Order fixes the latitude for killing according to the type of
hunting permit. The latitude for killing Class C animals which falls within group III animals
authorized for killing is:
- 4 different animals species to be killed by holder of medium hunting permit,
- 20 different animals species to be killed per year for the game animals by holder of small
hunting permit,
- and 5 species to be killed per week for the game birds by holder of small hunting permit.
It is important to note that the protection of class C animals species is mostly concerned with
the female species according to Section 6 of the same Order, one female killed is considered as
two (02) under the latitude of killing.
Similarly, for the collection of trophies of Class C animals, only the main owner of a collection
permit established under the bases of hunting permit has the right to collect and trade.
According to Section 5 of the 1996 Finance law, a collection permit is issued on payment of
certain fees: permit fee is 100.000Fcfa after three (03) months. Attribution fee is 10.000Fcfa and
stamp fee 20.000Fcfa.

Concerning particularly the trading of bush meat, according to Section 2 of the Decision
N°000857/D/MINFOF of 10 November 2009 organizing the trading of bush meat, “the
commercialization of bush meat is only possible by the holder of collection permit issued by the
administration in charge of wildlife”.

The difference between small and medium is based on the type of permit:
Small hunting is carried out traditionally and its permit is issued by the Regional or
divisional delegate in charge of wildlife.
Medium hunting is carried out at a large scale and its permit is issued by the Minister
of wildlife. A medium hunting permit for class C authorizes the holder to hunt four
different class C species.
VIII- Distribution of animals according to the various classes of protection
A- Order No. 0648/MINFOF of 18 December 2006 to set the list of animals of classes A, B & C.
Section 1:
In the application of the provisions of Section 78 of Law No. 94/01 of 20 January 1994
to lay down Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Regulations as well as Sections 14 of
Decree 95/466 of 20 July 1995 to determine the conditions for the implementation of
the Wildlife Regulations, animal species living within the national territory are hereby
distributed in three classes of protection A, B and C.
Section 2:
(1) Class A comprises rare species or species threatened with extinction. As such, they
are totally protected and it is forbidden to kill them.
(2) However, any person who wishes to capture or keep them for management purposes
or within the framework of scientific research or for reasons of protection of persons
and their property must obtain a special authorization issued by the services in charge
of wildlife. The species belonging to this class are as follows:

I- MAMMALS
COMMON NAME
French

English

Lion
Panthère
Guépard
Caracal

Lion
Leopard
Cheetah, Hunting Leopard
African Caracal, Asian Caracal,
Caracal, Desert Lynx
Striped pole cat
Wild dog
Gorilla
Chimpanzee
Drill

Zorille commun
Lycaon
Gorille
Chimpanzé
Drill
Mandrill
Colobe à manteau blanc
$FSDPQJUIÒRVFEF#SB[[B
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Mandrill (Mandrillus sphinx)
Eastern Black-and-White Colobus,
Magistrate Colobus, Guereza
%FCSB[[BTNPOLFZ

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Panthera leos
Pamthera pardus
Acinonyx jubatus
Felis caracal
Ictonyx striatus
Lycaon pictus
Gorilla gorilla
Pan troglodytes
Papio leucophaeus
(Mandrillus leucophaeus)
Papio sphinx
Colobus guereza
Cercopithecus neglectus
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I- MAMMALS

II- BIRDS
COMMON NAME

French

English

$FSDPQJUIÒRVFEFM)PFTU

(VFOPOEFQSFVTT
Cercocèbe agile
Potto de Calabar
1PUUPEF#PTNBO
(BMBHPE"MMFO

Oryctérope
Pangolin géant
Lamentin
West African Manatee
"OPNBMVSFEF#FFDSPę
Eléphant

1SFVTTT(VFOPO 1SFVTTTT.POLFZ
-)PFTUT.POLFZ .PVOUBJO.POLFZ
1SFVTTNPOLFZ
Agile mangabey
Angwantibo, Golden Potto
#PTNBOT1PUUP 1PUUP 1PUUP(JCCPO
"MMFOT#VTICBCZ "MMFOT(BMBHP 
"MMFOT4RVJSSFM(BMBHP
Aardvark, Antbear
Giant Ground Pangolin, Giant Pangolin
African Manatee,
Tichechus senegalensis
#FFDSPęT'MZJOH4RVJSSFM 
African Elephant, African Savannah
Elephant (with tusk of less than 5 kilogrammes)
Black Rhinoceros,
Browse Rhinoceros,
Hook-lipped Rhinoceros
Giraffe (Seahorse)
Red-fronted Gazelle
:FMMPXCBDLFEEVJLFS
Mountain Reedbuck
Hippopotamus
Topi tsessebe
Water Chevrotain

(pointe de moins de 5 kg)

Rhinocéros noir

Girafe
Gazelle à front roue
$FQIBMPQIPCFËEPTKBVOF
Redunca de montagne
Hippopotame
Damalisque
Chevrotin aquatique

Cercopithecus hoesti
Cercopithecus preussi
Cercocebus agilus
Aretocebus calabarensis
Perodicticus potto
Galago alleni
Orycteropus afer
Manis gigantea

Anomalurops beecrofti
Loxodonta spp.
Diceros bicornis

Giraffa camelopardalis
Gazelle rufufrons
Cephalophus sylvicultor
Redunca fulvornfula
Hyppopotamus amphibus
Damaliscus spp
Hyemoschus aquaticus

II- BIRDS
COMMON NAME
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French

English

Flaman nain
7BVUPVSPSJDPV
Bussard pâle
Francolin du Cameroun
Bécassine double
Sterne des baleiniers
Pigeon à nuque blanche
5PVSBDPEPSÏ

Lesser Flamingo
-BQQFUGBDFE7VMUVSF
Pallid Harrier
Cameroon Mountain Francolin
Great snipe
Damara Tern
White-naped Pigeon
#BOOFSNBOT5VSBDP

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Phoeniconais minor
Torgos tracheliotus
Circus macrourus
Francolinus camerunensis
Gallinago media
Sterna baleanarum
Columba albinucha
Touraco bannermani

French

English

$BMBPËDBTRVFKBVOF
*OEJDBUFVSE&JTFOUSBVU
Bulbul concolore
#VCVMËWFOUSFKBVOF
(SJWFEF$SPTTMFZ
#PVTDBSMFHÏBOUF
Bouscarle de Bangwa
Pririt à bande noire
1SJSJUEF7FSSFBVY
Phyllanthe à gorge blanche
Picatharte du Cameroun
4PVJNBOHBE6STVMB
Zostérops du Cameroun
(MBEJBUFVSEVNPOU,VQÏ
Gladiateur à poitrine verte
(MBEJBUFVSEF.POUFJSP
5JTTFSJOEF#BOOFSNBO
5JTTFSJOEF#BUFT
Poliolaïs à queue blanche
0VUBSEFEF%FOIBN
$BOBSEEF)BSUMBVC
Onoré à huppe blanche
#FDFODJTFBVE"GSJRVF
Echinilleur loriot
$JTUJDPMFEF%PSTU
(PCFNPVDIFEF5FTTNBO
Fou du cap
Marmaronette marbrée
Fuligule nyroca
Aigle impérial
Râle des genêts
Outarde nubienne
Glaréole à aile noires
Hirondelle brune
Prinia aquatique
Apalis de Bamenda
"VUSVDIFE"GSJRVF
Faucon de barbarie
Cigogne blanche
Cigogne noire
Flamant rose
#BUFMFVSE"GSJRVF
Messager serpentaire
1FSSPRVFUKBDP
Perroquet robuste
Perroquet à calotte rouge
Perroquet youyou
Inséparable à tête rouge

:FMMPXDBTRVFE8BUUMFE)PSOCJMM
:FMMPXGPPUFE)POFZHVJEF
Cameroon montane Greenbul
(SFZIFBEFE(SFFOCVM
$SPTTMFZT(SPVOEćSVTI
%KBSJWFS8BSCMFS
Bangwa Forest Warbler
Banded Wattle-eye
7FSSFBVYT#BUJT
White-throated Mountain Babbler
Grey-necked Picathartes
6STVMBT.PVTFDPMPVSFETVOCJSE
Mount Cameroon Speirops
.PVOU,VQF#VI4ISJLF
Green-breasted Bush Shrike
.POUFJSPT#VTI4ISJLF
#BOOFSNBOT8FBWFS
#BUFTT8FBWFS
White-tailed Warbler
%FOIBNT#VTUBSE
)BSEMBVCT%VDL
White-crested Tiger Heron
"GSJDBO4LJNNFS
Estern Wattled Cuckoo-Shrike
%PSTUT$JTUJDPMB
5FTTNBOOT'MZDBUIFS
Cape Gannet
Marbled Duck
Ferruginus Duck
Imperial eagle
Corn Crake
Nubian Bustard
Black-winged Pratincole
Mountain Saw-wing
River prinia
Bamenda apalis
0TUSJDI
Barbary falcon
White Stork
Black Stork
Greater Flamingo
#BUFMFVS
Secretary bird
(SZQBSSPU
Brown-necked Parrot
Red-fronted Parrot
Senegal Parrot
Red-headed Lovebird

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Ceratogymna elata
Melignomon eisentrauti
Andropadus montanus
Phyllastrephus poliocephalus
Zoothera crossleyi
Bradypterus grandis
Bradypterus bangwaensis
Platysteira laticincta
Batis minima
Kupeornis gilberti
Picathartes orea
Nectarinia ursulae
Speirops melanocephalus
Malaconotus kupeensis
Malaconotus gladiator
Malaconotus monteri
Ploceus bannermani
Ploceus batesi
Poliolais lopezi
Neotis denhami
Pteronetta hartlaubli
Tigriornis leucolophus
Rynchops flavirostris
Lobotos oriolinus
Cisticola dorsti
Muscicapa tessmani
Sula capensis
Marmaronetta angustirostris
Aythya nyroca
Aquila heliaca
Crex crex
Neotis nuba
Glareola nordmani
Psalidorprocne fuliginosa
Prinia fluviatilis
Apalis bamendae
Struthio camelus
Falco pelegrinoides
Cigonia cigonia
Cigonia nigra
Phoecipterus ruber
Terachopius ecaudatus
Sagittarius serpentntarus
Psittacus erithacus
Poicephalus robustus
Poicephalus gulielmi
Poicephalus senegalus
Agapornis pullarius
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II- BIRDS

I- MAMMALS
COMMON NAME

French

English

Inséparable à collier noir
Touraco vert
Grue couronnée
+BCJSVTE"GSJRVF

Black-collared Lovebird
Green turaco
Northern Crowned Crane
4BEEMFCJMMFE4UPSL

Perruche à collier

Rose-ringed Parakeet

Agapornis swindernianus
Touraco persa
Balearica pavonina
Ephippiorrhyncluis
senegalensis
Psittacula Krameri

III- REPTILES
COMMON NAME

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

French

English

Crocodiles à museau allongé
Crocadile du Nil
Crocodile nain
Grande tortue marine

African Sharp-nosed Crocodile
Nile Crocodile
African Dwarf Crocodile
Green turtles

Crocodilus cataphractus
Crocodilus niloticus
Ostealeamus tetracus
Cheloniidae spp.

Tortue caouanne
Tortue imbriquée
Tortue olivâtre
Tortue luth Tortue marine
Tortue à soc (tortue de forêt)
$BNÏMÏPOE&JTFOUSBVU
$BNÏMFPOEF1GFČFS
Caméléon à 4 cornes du Sud
Caméléon de Weidersheim du Sud

loggerhead
Hawksbill turtle
Olive ridley
Leatherback turtle
African spurred tortoise
&JTFOUSBVDIBNFMFPO
1GFČFSTDIBNBMFPO
Four horned chamaleon
Mount Lefo chamaleon

Euprepis des Nganha
Scinque de Lepesme

Lepesme skink

Caretta caretta
Eretmochelys imbricata
Lepidochelys olivacea
Dermochelys coriacea
Geochelone sulcata
Chamaeleo eisentrauti
Chamaeleo pfefferi
Chamaeleo quadricornus
Chamaeleo weidersheimi
perreti
Euprepis nganhae
Lacertaspis lepesmei

French

English

Sitatunga
$PCEFCVČPO
Cob de Defassa
Guip harnaché
Hylochère
Potamochère
Phacochère
Civette
Genette
Serval
-PVUSFËKPVFTCMBODIFT
Céphalophe à bande dorsal
$ÏQIBMPQIF1FUFST
Hyène tachetée

Sitatunga
,PC
Defassa waterbuck
Bush buck
Giant forest hog
Bush pig
Wart hog
African civet
Genet
Serval
$IBXMFTTPUUFSBGSJDBODBNFOPO
Bay duiker
1FUFSTBOEIBSWFZT%VJLFS
Spotted heyna

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Tragelaphus spekei
Kobus kob
Kobus ellipsiprymmus
Tragelaphus scriptus
Hylocherus meinertzhageni
Potamochoerus porcus
Phacochoerus aethiopicus
Vivera civetta
Genetta spp
Felis serval
Aonyx conginus
Cephalophus dorsalis
Cephalophus callipigus
Crocuta crocula

(Torture verte)

IV- BATRACHIAN
COMMON NAME
French

English

Grenouille Goliath

Giant frog

t

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Conrua goliath

4FDUJPO  $MBTT#DPNQSJTFTTQFDJFTUIBUCFOFĕUGSPNQBSUJBMQSPUFDUJPO BOEXIJDIDBOPOMZ
be hunted, captured or killed by obtaining a wildlife exploitation title or licence. (2) Species of
class B are made of the following:

I- MAMMALS
COMMON NAME
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French

English

Eland de Derby
Bongo
Buffle
Hippotrague
Bubale
Elephant
(pointes de plus de 5kgs)

Eland
Bongo
African buffle
Roan antelope
Hartebeeste
Elephant

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Taurotragus derbianus
Bocerus eurycerus
Syncerus caffer
Hypotragus equitus
Acephalus buselaphus
Loxodonta spp

I- BIRDS
COMMON NAME
French

English

Pigeon du Cameroun
Hirondelle de forêt
Bulbul à gorge grise
Bulbul olivâtre
$PTTZQIFE*TBCFMMF
Cisticole à dos brun
Prinia verte
Souimanga à tête bleue
(POPMFLËWFOUSFKBVOF
.BMJNCFEF3BDIFM
Dos-vert à tête noire
4QBUVMFE"GSJRVF
$BOBSEËCPTTF
Balbuzard pêcheur
Baza coucou
Bondrée apivore
Milan des chauves-souris
&MBOJPOCMBOD
&MBOJPOOBVDMFS
Pygargue vocifer
1BMNJTUFBGSJDBJO
7BVUPVSQFSDOPQUÒSF
7BVUPVSDIBSPHOBSE
7BVUPVSBGSJDBJO
7BVUPVSEF3àQQFMM
7BVUPVSËUÐUFCMBODIF
Circaète cendré
(ZNOPHÒOFE"GSJRVF

Cameroon Olive Pigeon
Forest Swallow
Grey-throated Greenbul
Cameroon Olive Greenbul
.PVOUBJO3PCJO$IBU
Brown-backed Cisticola
Green Longtail
Cameroon Blue-headed Sunbird
:FMMPXCSFBTUFE#PVCPV
3BDIFMT.BMJNCF
Little Oliveback
"GSJDBO4QPPOCJMM
,OPCCJMMFE%VDL
Osprey
African Cuckoo Hawk
Honey Buzzard
Bat Hawk
#MBDLTIPVMEFSFE,JUF
"GSJDBO4XBMMPXUBJMFE,JUF
African Fish Eagle
1BMNOVU7VMUVSF
&HZQUJBO7VMUVSF
)PPEFE7VMUVSF
"GSJDBO8IJUFCBDLFE7VMUVSF
3àQQFMMT7VMUVSF
8IJUFIFBEFE7VMUVSF
Western Banded Snake Eagle
"GSJDBO)BSSJFS)BXL

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Columba sjostedi
Hirundo fuliginosa
Andropadus tephrolaemus
Phyllastrephus poensis
Cossypha isabellae
Cisticola discolor
Urolais epichlora
Nectarinia oritis
Laniarius atroflavus
Malimbus racheliae
Nesocharis shelleyi
Platalea alba
Sarkidiornis melanotos
Pandion haliaetus
Aviceda cuculoides
Pernis apivorus
Macheiramphus alcinus
Elanus caeruleus
Chelictinia riocourii
Haliaeetus vocifer
Gypohierax angolensis
Neophron percnopterus
Necrosyrtes monachus
Gyps africanus
Gyps rueppellii
Trigonoceps occipitalis
Circaetus cinerascens
Polyboroides typus
25
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I- BIRDS
COMMON NAME
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French

English

#VTBSEDFOESÏ
Busard des roseaux
Autour gabar
Autour sombre
"VUPVSËĘBODTSPVY
Epervier shikra
Epervier de Hartlaub
&QFSWJFSEFM0WBNQP
Autour noir
Autour à longue
Busautour des sauterelles
Autour unibande
Buse variable
Buse féroce
#VTFE"GSJRVF
Aigle pomarin
Aigle criard
Aigle ravisseur
Aigle des steppes
"JHMFEF8BIMCFSH
Aigle fascié
"JHMFE"ZSFT
Aigle huppard
"JHMFEF$BTTJO
Aigle couronné
Aigle martial
'BVDPODSÏDFSFMMF
$SÏDFSFMMFSFOBSE
'BVDPOBSEPJTÏ
Faucon chicquera
Faucon kobez
Faucon hobereau
Faucon de Cuvier
Faucon lannier
Faucon sacre
Faucon pelerine
Outarde arabe
Outarde du Sénégal
Outarde à ventre noir
Touraco à gros bec
Touraco à huppe blanche
Effraie des clochers
Effraie du Cap
1FUJUEVDËCFDKBVOF
Petit-duc scops
Petit-duc à face blanche
Duc à crinière
Grand-duc africain

.POUBHVT)BSSJFS
European Marsh Harrier
Gabar Goshawk
Dark Chanting Goshawk
$IFTUOVUĘBOLFE4QBSSPXIBXL
Shikra
Western Little Sparrowhawk
0WBNQP4QBSSPXIBXL
Black Sparrowhawk
Long-tailed Hawk
Grasshopper Buzzard
Lizard Buzzard
Common Buzzard
Long-legged Buzzard
3FEOFDLFE#V[[BSE
Lesser spotted Eagle
Greater Spotter Eagle
Tawny Eagle
Steppe Eagle
8BIMCFSHT&BHMF
African Hawh Eagle
"ZSFTT)BXL&BHMF
Long-crested Eagle
$BTTJOT)BXL&BHMF
Crowned Eagle
Martial Eagle
$PNNPO,FTUSFM
'PY,FTUSFM
(SFZ,FTUSFM
Red-necked Falcon
Red-footed Falcon
European Hobby
African Hobby
Lanner Falcon
Saker Falcon
Peregrine Falcon
Arabian Bustard
White-bellied Bustard
Black-bellied Bustard
Yellow-billed Turaco
White-crested Turaco
African Grass Owl
Barn Owl
4BOEZ4DPQT0XM
European Scops Owl
White-faced Scops Owl
Maned Owl
Spotted Eagle Owl

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Circus pygargus
Circus aeruginosus
Micronisus gabar
Melierax metabates
Accipiter castanilius
Accipiter badius
Accipiter erythropus
Accipiter ovampensis
Accipiter melanoleucus
Urotriorchis macrourus
Butastur rufipennis
Kaupifalco mongrammicus
Buteo buteo
Buteo buteo rufinus
Buteo auguralis
Aquila pomarina
Aquila clanga
Aquila rapax
Aquila nipalensis
Aquila wahlbergi
Hieraaetus spilogaster
Hieraaetus ayresii
Lophaetus occipitalis
Spizaetus africanus
Stephanoaetus coronalus
Polemaetus bellicosus
Falco tinnunculus
Falco alopex
Falco ardosiaceus
Falco chicquera
Falco vespertinus
Falco subbuteo
Falco cuvierii
Falco biarmicus
Falco cherrug
Falco peregrinus
Ardeotis arabs
Eupodotis senegalensis
Eupodotis melanogaster
Tauraco macrorhynchus
Tauraco leucolophus
Tyto capensis
Tyto alba
Otus icterorhynchus
Otus scops
Otus leucotis
Jubula lettii
Bubo africanus

COMMON NAME
French

English

(SBOEEVDËBJHSFUUFT
(SBOEEVDEF4IFMMFZ
(SBOEEVDEF7FSSFBVY
Grand-duc tacheté
$IPVFUUFQÐDIFVTFEF1FM
$IPVFUUFQÐDIFVTFEF#PVWJFS
Chevêchette perlée
$IFWÐDIFUUFËQJFETKBVOFT
Chevêchette du Cap
$IFWÐDIFUUFËRVFVFCBSSÏF
Chouette africaine
Hibou du Cap
Culba de Gambie

'SBTFST&BHMF0XM
4IFMMFZT&BHMF0XM
7FSSFBVYT&BHMF0XM
Akun Eagle Owl
1FMT'JTIJOH0XM
7FSNJDVMBUFE'JTIJOH0XM
Pearl-spotted Owlet
3FEDIFTUFE0XMFU
African Barred Owlet
4KÚTUFEUT#BSSFE0XMFU
African Wood Owl
Marsh Owl
Northern Puffback

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Bubo poensis
Bubo shelleyi
Bubo lacteus
Bubo leucosticus
Scotopelia peli
Scotopelia bouvieri
Glaudicum perlatum
Glaudicum tephronotum
Glaudicum capense
Glaudicum sjostedti
Strix woodfordii
Asio capensis
Dryoscopus gambensis

I- REPTILES
COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

French

English

Python de Sébae
Python royal
#PBEFTTBCMFTEF.àMMFS
Python D88
Cobra égyptien
Cobra cracheur de kati
Cobra de forêt,
cobra noir et blanc
Cobra cracheur à cou noir
Faux cobra de goldi
Cobra fouisseur

African python
Royal python
.àMMFSTTBOECPB
African burrowing python
Egyptian cobra
Spitting cobra
Black mamba

Python sebae sebae
Python regius
Gongylophis muelleri
Calabaria reinhardti
Naja haje haje
Naja katiensis
Naja melanoleuca

Black cobra
Green cobra
Burrowing cobra

7BSBOEVOJM
7BSBOEFTTBWBOFT

"GSJDBOTNBMMHSBJOMJ[BSE
"GSJDBOTBWBOOBNPOJUPS

7BSBOPSOÏ
5PSUVFEFGPSÐU
Cinixys rongée
Cinixys de Home
Tortue molle élégante
Tortue molle du Sénégal
Tortue plate africaine
Cnemaspis de Perret (Gekos)
Gecko africain à queue grasse
Lygodactyle de Perret
Gecko arboricole palmé
Gecko arboricole de Weiler
Agame de Mehely
(Lézard Agama)

0SOBUFNPOJUPS
#FMMTIJOHFEUPSUPJTF
Common tortoise

African fatty tail Gecko
Stone lygodactyle
Palm dwelling Gecko
Aboreal Gecko

Naja nigricollis nigricollis
Pseudohaje goldi
Paranaja multifasciata
anomala
Varanus nicotilus
Varanus exanthematicus
( griseus)
Varanus ornatus
Pelusios gabonensis
Kinixys erosa
Kinixys homeana
Cyclanorbis elegans
Cyclanorbis senegalensis
Trionyx triunguis
Cnemaspis dilepis
Hemitheconyx caudicinctus
Lygodactylus dysmicus
Urocotyledon palmatus
Urocotyledon weileri

Agama lizard

Agama mehelyi

Elegant turtle
Senegal turtle
African turtle
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5 mins

15
mins

Students to find out and note
responses.

Booklets

Plenary
Assignment
Closure

1. Explain and link the idea to suggestions made by
students.
2. Ask students to find out how persons and property
can be protected against animals.

1.Take turns reading
2. Listen & ask questions for
further explanation
3. Note harmonized points
Cameroon
Plenary
Wild life Laws
Consolidation

Present the Cameroon Wildlife Laws in the booklet and
ask students to take turns in reading

10
mins
Plenary

Work with students to classify the
animals into categories A, B, C

3. Brainstorm and present their
findings

1.Contribute ideas
2.Copy classified species of
animal into their books

Booklets, law
and posters

10
mins
Pictures of
animals
2.Work in groups

1. Explain that the lesson concerns wild animals, not
domestic animals, explain the difference.
2. Ask students to work in pairs and name the wild
animals found around them, or the ones they eat and the
ones they do not eat.
3. Ask what should be done to continuously have
these animals around us since they are fast
disappearing.

TEACHER’S ACTIVITY

STUDENTS’ ACTIVITY

Classification
of animals

t

Elaboration

t

*ODMBTT" TQFDJFTPG"OOFY*PGUIF$*5&4DMBTTJĕDBUJPOBOETQFDJFTCFMPOHJOHUPHSPVQT
settled out of the wild, in critical danger of extinction, in danger, vulnerable with regards
UPUIFDMBTTJĕDBUJPOPG6*$/
*ODMBTT# TQFDJFTPG"OOFY**UPUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIPTFBMSFBEZBENJUUFEJOUPDMBTT"BU
the national level of CITES classification and those of groups quasi threatened to minor
QSFPDDVQBUJPOTPGUIFDBUFHPSJFTPG6*$/
*ODMBTT$ TQFDJFTPG"OOFY***UPUIFFYDFQUJPOPGUIPTFBMSFBEZBENJUUFEJOUPDMBTTFT
B or A at the national level of CITES classification or belonging to groups of minor
preoccupation according to UICN.

Discovery

t

Introduction

Section 6:
With reserve to contrary dispositions prescribe by specific national texts, they are
automatically taking into account in the national classification:

METHOD

Section 5:
The young of the animals of these three classes as well as the eggs of birds of class A and
B shall benefit from the class A protection scheme.

CONTENT

Section 4:
(1) - Class C comprises mammals, reptiles and batrachians other than those of class A
and B and birds of the annexes III of the CITES.
(2) oćFTFDMBTT$TQFDJFTBSFQBSUJBMMZQSPUFDUFEUIFJSDBQUVSFBOELJMMJOHBSFSFHVMBUFE
in order to maintain the dynamics of their populations.

STAGE

Lacertaspis chriswildi
Leptosaiphos amieti
Leptosaiphos fuhni
Leptosaiphos iantinoxantha
Leptosaiphos koutoui
Leptosaiphos pauliani
Leptosaiphos vigintiserierum

LESSON PLAN

Chris wild skink
"NJFUTLJOL
Fuhn skink
:FMMPXBOEQVSQMFTLJOL
,PVUPVTLJOL
Paulian skink
Striped skink

Didactic materials:

African snake eyed skink

Dwarf chamaleon

Students already have an idea, have seen and eaten animals.
By the end of lesson, students should be able to differentiate types of animals
according to the law and state two aspects of Cameroon Wildlife laws.
- Posters or charts of animals.
- Wildlife law booklet – 30 copies for a class of 60 students. Students work in pairs.
- Map of Cameroon showing the distribution of various wildlife species

Grand gerrhosaure
Scinque à œil
EFTFSQFOUE"GSJRVF
Scinque de Chris Wild
4DJORVFE"NJFU
Scinque de Fuhn
4DJORVFKBVOFFUWJPMFU
4DJORVFEF,PVUPV
Scinque de Paulian
Scinque à vingt raies

Chamaeleo africanus
Chamaeleo camerunensis
Chamaeleo cristatus
Chamaeleo dilepis dilepis
Chamaeleo gracilis gracilis
Chamaeleo montium
Chamaeleo oweni
Chamaeleo senegalensis
Chamaeleo weindersheimi
weindersheimi
Rhampholeon spectrum
spectrum
Gerrhosaurus major zechi
Afroablepharus duruarum

Previous Knowledge:
Lesson Objective:

African chameleon
Cameroon chameleon
Crested chamaleon
Flap necked chamaleon
Graceful chamaleon
$BNFSPPOTBJďODIBNBMFPO
0XFOTUISFFIPSOFEDIBNBMFPO
Senegal chamaleon
Mount Lefo chamaleon

Class: One

Caméléon africain (Caméléons)
Caméléon du Cameroun
Caméléon à crête
Caméléon à cape
Caméléon gracile
$BNÏMÏPOEFNPOUBHOF
$BNÏMÏPOËDPSOFT
Caméléon du Sénégal
Caméléon de
Weindersheim du Nord
Caméléon nain

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Lesson Topic: Provision of the Law
Average age: 10½ years

English

Subject: Citizenship
Duration: 40 mins.

French

Cameroon Wild Life Law in the class room

COMMON NAME

DIDACTIC TIME
MATERIA

I- REPTILES
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Lesson 1 – Different Categories of Animals
In the introduction, it will be important to distinguish between wild
and domesticated animals. The students will be able to bring out
the concept that a shortage of domesticated animals will not be an
issue in a legal or conservation sense. By the end of the lesson, the
children will not be able to state the wildlife laws. However, they
might have an idea of the risks run by some different animals.
Suggestions (to be presented to the children, with the order mixed up):
Class A: gorilla, lion, chimpanzee, leopard, rhinoceros, elephant
(small tusks), grey parrot, green-crested touraco, Nile crocodile,
dwarf crocodile
Class B: buffalo, elephant (larger tusks), hyena, civet-cat, barn-owl,
harrier-hawk, lizard buzzard, black cobra, royal python
Class C: examples: cane rat (cutting-grass), gecko, crow, kite,
Senegal kingfisher, weaver-bird, common frog, tree-snake, sun-bird,
black-casqued hornbill, porcupine
Teacher should be prepared to describe or refer to local wildlife,
especially birds.
Teacher should be able to emphasise that some very similar animals,
maybe even with the same common name, are actually different
species and have different classifications.

Lesson 2– Personal Implications of the wildlife laws
Having discovered that not all animals are the same in the eyes of
the law, students might explore the implications for themselves and
their families, e.g. eating or cooking bushmeat, purchase of skins
and artefacts, keeping animals as pets.
Topics
t
t
t

t

%JTDVTTJPOPGXIBUUIFMBXTUBUFTBCPVUQPTTFTTJOHBQBSUPGB
protected animal even if you did not kill it.
*OXIBUDJSDVNTUBODFTDBOZPVLJMMBQSPUFDUFEBOJNBMCVUBWPJE
punishment.
4UVEFOUTDPVMEHJWFFYBNQMFTPGIPXTPNFPOFNBZBDUVBMMZCF
breaking the law without realising, e.g. the crimson feather in some
DIJFGTDBQTJTGSPNUIFHSFFODSFTUFEUPVSBDPXIJDIJTB$MBTT"
protected species.
8IBUBCPVUUIFDSPDPEJMFTLJOQVSTFTBOEXBMMFUTXIJDIBSFGSFFMZ
sold on the streets of Douala?

Naturebook JTBOPOMJOFHBMMFSZPGOBUVSFBSUXPSLBOEXSJUJOHBDFMFCSBUJPOPGIVNBOJUZTQBTTJPOGPS
and fascination with nature. Artistic expression of the living world is a vitally human activity. From
27,000 year old San cave paintings in Namibia to the songs of the Baka forest people in Cameroon,
nature makes us feel and urges us to create.
Join in and upload your work at: www.naturebook.org or send photographs and documents to the
address below and we will create a Naturebook page for you or your school.
E-mail: info@naturebook.org
Naturebook
c/o Siren Conservation Education
The Hive, The Old Music Hall
106-108 Cowley Road, Oxford
0936 6OJUFE,JOHEPN
ćSPVHI/BUVSFCPPLTXPSLXJUITDIPPMT XFFODPVSBHFUFBDIFSTBOEFOWJSPONFOUDMVCMFBEFSTUP
EFWFMPQBDUJWJUJFTUPTQBSLUIFJSTUVEFOUTDSFBUJWFSFTQPOTFTUPOBUVSFUIFXJMEMJGF MBOETDBQFTBOE
plants of their local area or country. Some ideas for activities:
- Sketching : Take clipboards, plain paper and pencils out for a walk and make sketches of the
USFFT ĘPXFST CJSETBOEXJMEMJGFZPVTFF"TDIPPMHBSEFOJTBQFSGFDUQMBDFUPTLFUDI
- Field trips: 7JTJUBXJMEMJGFTBODUVBSZPSOBUVSFSFTFSWFXJUIZPVSTUVEFOUT TFFQBHF "TL
them to write a poem or draw a picture about the wildlife they saw.
- Stories: Get your students to write a story about local medicinal plants, or those that are
grown in your school medicinal plant garden.
-Wildlife poetry : Share information about the natural behaviour of a species of wild animal
that lives in your country, and get your students to write poems. How about the threatened
Turaco, the gorgeous grey parrot? Forms of poetry that your students could explore include:
The Diamante (Get you students to fill in the gaps in the Gorilla poem before writing their own)

Noun
Adjective, Adjective
Verb, Verb, Verb
Noun, Noun, Noun, Noun
Verb, Verb, Verb
Adjective, Adjective
Noun

Gorilla
______ , Wild
Play, ______ , _______
_______, Forest, Animal, ______
Forage, _____, Sleep
Treasured, Threatened
__________

Please do send us more ideas for art and poetry activities!
7JTJUPSTUPUIF/BUVSFCPPLXFCTJUFGSPNBMMPWFSUIFXPSMEXPVMECFWFSZJOUFSFTUFEUPTFFDPOUSJCVUJPOT
using the languages and traditions of Cameroon.
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Mining / Extractive industries in Cameroon

IRON

Mineral resources and Mining in Cameroon - Background
$BNFSPPOJTJOUIFNJETUPGBNBKPSTIJęJOUIFOBUVSFPGJUTFYUSBDUJWFJOEVTUSJFT*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPCF
GBNJMJBSXJUIUIFIJTUPSZPGIPXUIFOBUJPOTFYUSBDUJWFJOEVTUSJFTIBWFEFWFMPQFE BTXFMMBTUIFEJSFDUJPO
in which they are going. In the years leading up to and during World War II, there was significant
industrial mining activity in Cameroon. Mining for gold, cassiterite and rutile contributed almost 12%
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Cameroon in 1939. During World War II, it surpassed 20% of
the GDP, after the war mining activity decreased until by 1950 it only contributed 2-3% of the GDP.

Iron *SPO 'F JTBNFUBMMJDFMFNFOU*UDPNQPTFTBCPVUPGUIF&BSUITDSVTU*SPOPSFJTUIF
rock and material from which metallic iron can be extracted. Iron ores vary in color from dark
grey to bright yellow to rusty red. Hematite is iron oxide (Fe2O3). Hematite is the main source
of iron ore that is used to make steel. Itabirite is a formation of a number of different iron
oxides that could include hematite and magnetite, as well as other minerals such as quartz.

Since independence, the only mining that has taken place is small-scale, artisanal mining, most in East
region.
In 1977, companies began extracting oil, mostly offshore in the Rio del Rey area. The peak of oil
production was in the 1980s, when Cameroon produced 150,000-180,000 barrels per day. Oil
production was critical to the economy – it accounted for 25-50% of the national revenue, and over ½
PG$BNFSPPOTUPUBMFYQPSU*OUIFTQSPEVDUJPOEFDSFBTFE CZ CBSSFMTQFSEBZXFSF
produced. The decline in production continued, with record lows in 2009 and 2010 of 65,000-73,000
CBSSFMTBEBZ/PXUIBUNPTUPGUIFNBKPSPJMSFTFSWFTBSFEFQMFUFE UIFHPWFSONFOUJTIPQJOHUPEFWFMPQ
mining as its next source of significant income. Currently there is exploration for possible industrial
mining of iron, bauxite, gold, uranium, diamond and other minerals, mostly in the South and East
regions.
Mining brings opportunities and risks to local communities and to the nation itself. This chapter
QSPWJEFTEFUBJMPOTFMFDUFENJOFSBMTBOENJOJOHQSPKFDUTUIBUBSFEFWFMPQJOHJO$BNFSPPO XJUIBNPSF
detailed look at uranium.
The opportunities and the risks of developing a mining sector

OPPORTUNITIES
Economic: Mining offers
KPCPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSQFPQMF
of the region and beyond at
different stages of the process:
from construction of infra
structure, to the mining process
itself. Construction of the
mine, processing factories and
transportation infrastructure
requires many workers, semiskilled and highly-qualified.
There is potential for local
businesses and individuals to
profit from the presence of
UIFNJOJOHQSPKFDU TFDUPST
like catering, hotels, supply
of materials, and security can
make business related to the
NJOJOHQSPKFDU BTQBSUOFST PSBT
subcontractors.
Infrastructure and social/
community development: The
surrounding population can
benefit from infrastructure
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constructed for transportation of
ore (roads, railways, etc.).
The Cameroon mining code
provides potential for local
EFWFMPQNFOUQSPKFDUTUIBUXJMM
benefit local communities.

RISKS

"MMNJOJOHQSPKFDUTJNQBDUUIF
neighboring populations and
environment in numerous ways:
1. Mining removes vegetation
and topsoil, there is often
blasting and drilling into the
Financial revenue: The State
rock that can cause loss of
collects much revenue from
forest resources and habitat and
mining companies, fees, land
agricultural land.
SPZBMUZ "E7BMPSVNUBY 
2. There is a risk of pollution
extraction tax, and others (see
of land, water and air from
glossary for definitions). This
exhaust fumes, dust, discharge
income is paid to the public
or spills of oils, metals, sediment
treasury, and if correctly used,
or other contaminants that are
will improve the economy of the accidentally or purposefully
country, region, council and local released into the environment.
DPNNVOJUJFTBSPVOEUIFQSPKFDU 3. Development of a mine can
By law, 10% of revenue from Ad to lead to displacement of local
7BMPSVNUBYHPFTUPUIFSFHJPO people and wildlife, marginal
where minerals are extracted,
ization of indigenous groups,
10% of extraction tax goes to
disputes over land rights and
the local population, and 15%
BDDFTT MPDBMQSJDFJOĘBUJPOEVFUP
to the council with territorial
the immigration of more people,
KVSJTEJDUJPOPWFSUIFBSFB
levels of compensation for losses,
and other social problems.

Uses The main use of iron is for steel production. To make steel, iron is mixed with carbon,
and sometimes other elements as well. This is called an alloy. Steel is used in many ways in
our everyday life: in buildings and bridges, automobile parts, machinery, and railroad tracks, to
name a few.
Mining and processing Iron ore is usually mined using an “open pit” (also called “open-sky”)
technique. This technique is used when the ore is found relatively close to the surface. Open pit
mining involves drilling, blasting, and removing large quantities of soil and sub-soil with heavy
machinery, and then extracting the ore (the rock or material in which the iron is contained).
After ore has been brought to the surface, it is crushed and sorted to separate the valuable part
from the rest of the materials. Ore that has higher iron content, such as hematite, requires
less beneficiation (further refining and processing to remove the various other materials and
contaminants). Itabirite has lower iron content, so it requires more beneficiation to produce
the concentrated iron ore. The ore is then shipped to a factory called a smelter for further
processing and separation, using very high heat.
Location and quantity in Cameroon Iron ore is found mainly in the East and South regions
of Cameroon. In Mbalam, in the Haut Nyong division of the East region, there are reserves
estimated at 215 million tons of hematite, and over 2 billion tons of itabirite. Another reserve in
.BNFMMFT OFBS,SJCJJOUIF4PVUISFHJPO JTFTUJNBUFEBUNJMMJPOUPOT

Current projects to mine iron in Cameroon (March, 2012) There are a number of permits for
FYQMPSBUJPOPGJSPOPSFJO$BNFSPPOćSFFQSPKFDUTMPPLTVSFUPQSPDFFEJOUIFOFBSGVUVSF
1)

Sundance Resources Limited (Australia): The Cameroon subsidiary is CAMIRON,
CBTFEJO.CBMBN JOUIF)BVU/ZPOHEJWJTJPOPGUIF&BTUSFHJPOćFQSPKFDUXJMM
include a mine, a transport corridor of approximately 500km, and a port facility located
TPVUIPG,SJCJGPSTIJQQJOH.PTUPGUIFJSPONJOFEIFSFXJMMCFTIJQQFEUP$IJOBGPS
steel production. The mine is expected to produce 35 million tons of iron ore each
year for 25 years. CAMIRON states that the estimated economic benefit to Cameroon
based on the development terms they have proposed is estimated at more than 5 billion
64EPMMBSTPWFSUIFMJGFPGUIFQSPKFDU*UJTFTUJNBUFEUIBUBQQSPYJNBUFMZTRVBSF
kilometers of forest will be cleared to develop the mine site.

2)

African Aura Mining, Inc. (England): This company split into two – one to explore
gold mining and one to explore iron mining. The company exploring iron is called
"''&330 BOEJTXPSLJOHJO%KPVNBOE/LPVU 4PVUISFHJPO DMPTFUP.CBMBN

3)

SINOSTEEL (China): ćJTDPNQBOZIBTBOJSPOFYQMPSBUJPOQSPKFDUJO.BNFMMFT 
LNGSPN,SJCJ 4PVUISFHJPOXIFSFSFTFSWFTBSFFTUJNBUFEBUNJMMJPOUPOTćFSF
IBWFCFFOTPNFEJďDVMUJFTJOUIFFYQMPSBUJPOQSPDFTTCFDBVTFJOJUJBMMZUIFDPNQBOZ
failed to communicate with the local population about the exploration activities, and
this upset the community.
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BAUXITE

GOLD

Bauxite Bauxite is an ore (rock and other material containing valuable minerals) composed
mainly of aluminum oxide and aluminum hydroxide minerals. It is reddish brown in color and
can look like clay or soil. Bauxite ore is the main source of aluminum - over 99% of metallic
aluminum comes from bauxite.

Gold is described and known as a precious metal. Scientifically, gold is an element, a metal.
(PMETDIFNJDBMTZNCPMJOUIFQFSJPEJDUBCMFJT"V

Uses Most bauxite mined worldwide is used to produce alumina, which is refined to produce
aluminum metal. Aluminum is silver- white metal that is very light weight and malleable (it
can be molded and shaped, eg drawn into thin wires or pressed into sheets of foil).
Aluminum is the second most-used metal, after steel. Uses include parts for cars, motorcycles
and airplanes, building and construction materials, electrical products like light bulbs and
power lines, packaging such as cans for food and drinks, aluminum foil and wrapping, as well as
cooking pots.
Mining and processing Most bauxite is mined using an “open pit” (also called “open-sky”)
technique. This technique is used when the ore is found relatively close to the surface. Open pit
mining involves drilling, blasting, and removing large quantities of soil and sub-soil with heavy
machinery, and then extracting the ore. Once the bauxite is loosened into manageable pieces it
is loaded into trucks or railroad cars and transported to crushing or washing factories. Bauxite
does not require complex processing because most of the bauxite mined is of an acceptable
grade or can be refined by a relatively simple and inexpensive process of removing clay from the
ore. For refining into aluminum, the ore is crushed and ground, and sent through a process of
heating and combining with various chemicals to separate the alumina. Pure alumina is in the
form of a white powder. The alumina is then sent to a smelter, where it gets made into metallic
aluminum, through chemical reactions requiring high temperatures and electrical currents of
very high voltage.
Location and quantity in Cameroon Bauxite reserves currently being explored are in the
"EBNBXBSFHJPO5XPSFTFSWFTBSFQSPKFDUFEUPCFBCPVUNJMMJPOUPOTJOUPUBM"DPVQMFPG
other reserves estimated at 65 million tons, are not currently being explored for mining.
Opportunities and risks of mining bauxite in Cameroon?
With respect to aluminum processing in particular, there is concern about the electrolysis
process that is used to convert alumina to aluminum. It is a highly energy-intensive process
which uses an extremely large amount of electricity.
Current projects to mine bauxite in Cameroon (March 2012)
ćFQSJODJQBMCBVYJUFNJOJOHQSPKFDUDVSSFOUMZQMBOOFEJO$BNFSPPOJTQSPNPUFECZBKPJOU
venture mining company with headquarters in Yaounde, called Cameroon Alumina Ltd
$"- ćFUXPTJUFTGPSUIFQSPKFDUBSF.JOJN.BSUBQBOE/HBPVOEBMJO"EBNBXB3FHJPO
CAL is owned by a consortium of 3 companies: Dubai Aluminum Company of United Arab
&NJSBUFT )*/%"-$0PG*OEJB BOE)ZESPNJOF *ODPG64"ćFQSPKFDUJTQMBOOFEUPCFHJO
in 2013, involves a bauxite mine expected to produce 8.5 million tons annually for 25 years, also
construction of an alumina refinery which will produce about 3 million tons of alumina per
year. A railway link will be constructed from Minim-Martap and Ngaoundal to the port city
PG,SJCJXJUIQPSUGBDJMJUJFTGPSTIJQQJOHGSPN,SJCJBMTPQMBOOFE$"-FTUJNBUFTUIFQSPKFDU
XJMMMFBEUPBCPVUEJSFDUBOEJOEJSFDUKPCTEVSJOHUIFQFBLPGUIFCVJMEJOHEFW
FMPQNFOUQIBTF BOE EJSFDU BOEJOEJSFDUKPCTEVSJOHPQFSBUJPOQIBTF
Cameroon already has an aluminum smelter, in Edea near Douala, owned by the company
Rio Tinto, but since there is no bauxite currently being mined in Cameroon, it is shipped from
Equatorial Guinea for smelting. Rio Tinto has future plans to build another aluminum smelter
JO,SJCJ
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Uses .PTUHPMEJTVTFEUPNBLFKFXFMSZBOEPUIFSBSUJUFNT*UJTDIFNJDBMMZTUBCMFBOEDPOEVDUT
electricity well so is used in electronics equipment such as computers, telephones and cellular
QIPOFT"TBWFSZSFĘFDUJWFNFUBM JUJTVTFEJOBJSDSBęBOETBUFMMJUFTUPTIJFMEGSPNTPMBS
radiation. It has been used in financial exchange for millennia, and today is a reserve, to provide
the “backup” value for every day currency that is earned or exchanged.
Mining and processing Artisanal and small-scale mining use rudimentary methods to extract
and process minerals and metals. Artisanal gold miners often use the simple method of
“panning” for gold: using a pan to scoop silt and sand from a river bottom, then sifting through
for bits of gold. Often miners add mercury (see “Risks”) to silt that contains gold, to form a
hardened amalgam that collects most of the gold from the silt. The amalgam is heated with
CMPXUPSDIFTPSPWFSBOPQFOĘBNFUPFWBQPSBUFUIFNFSDVSZ MFBWJOHTNBMMHPMEQJFDFT
On an industrial scale, gold that is located near the surface of the ground is mined using
the “open-pit” (“open-sky”) technique. This involves drilling, blasting, and removing large
quantities of soil and sub-soil with heavy machinery, and then extracting the ore.
When gold is located far underground prohibiting open-pit mining, underground mines are
used. Shafts are dug into the ground, with tunnels branching out, leading to the gold deposits.
Miners enter the tunnels, drill holes in the rock and insert explosives in the holes. The rock is
blasted into pieces, then removed from the mine. Once this ore is above ground, the gold must
be extracted from it. The ore is usually washed and filtered at the mine, then sent to a mill for
further processing. At the mill, the ore is ground into smaller particles with water, then ground
again into even finer particles. The gold is then separated from the ore, most techniques for
this involve use of cyanide (see “Risks”), as well as other chemicals and solutions. One method
involves putting the ground ore into a tank with a cyanide solution that causes the gold to
separate, it is then filtered out. Another technique, called heap-leaching, involves piling the ore
on an open-air pad, and repeatedly spraying it with a cyanide solution, which soaks through
and separates the gold.
Location and quantity of gold in Cameroon. Most gold mining is in East region and eastern
Adamawa region. There are proven reserves of about 4,500 tons of gold in Cameroon.
Risks of mining gold in Cameroon - There are concerns around the use of toxic chemicals such
as cyanide and mercury. Cyanide is highly toxic, and can cause poisoning and even death to
humans and animals through inhaling it in the air, ingesting it, or through bodily contact. It
must be dealt with very carefully and contained thoroughly and completely. There is a history
of cyanide spills at gold mines around the world leading to poisoning and contamination of
humans, wildlife and water. Mercury, a “heavy metal” like lead and arsenic is also poisonous
to both humans and the environment. It causes neurological damage and can lead to problems
with vision, hearing, speech and muscle movement, and more. Small-scale gold mining is the
second-worst source of mercury pollution in the world, after the burning of fossil fuels.
Current projects to mine gold in Cameroon (March 2012) Currently in Cameroon, gold mining
PQFSBUJPOTBSFBMMBSUJTBOBMPSTNBMMTDBMFPQFSBUJPOT7BSJPVTDPNQBOJFTBSFFYQMPSJOHGPSHPME
mining on an industrial scale, but it is too soon to know the details of how that will develop.
Gold is currently sold and traded almost entirely at individual level – it has not yet entered
the larger formal trade sector. In 2003 the Cameroon government created the Support and
Promotion Framework of Mining Activities Organization (CAPAM) to facilitate, assist and
promote small scale gold mining, with the hope of making gold production more formal and
UIFSFCZDPMMFDUTPNFGPSUIFOBUJPOTDFOUSBMCBOLSFTFSWFT
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DIAMONDS

URANIUM

Diamonds are an allotrope of carbon. An allotrope is a pure form of an element that exists in
varying molecular structures, as graphite is a different allotrope of carbon. Largely due to strong
covalent bonding (the stable balance of attractive and repulsive forces between atoms when
they share electrons), diamond is the hardest mineral known to man, and has highest thermal
conductivity of any bulk material.

Energy, and the role of uranium Energy is essential to modern life: for transportation,
industry and communication. With the increase in population and urbanization, energy needs
will increase in the future. Studies show that the global demand for primary energy (crude oil,
petrol, natural gas, solid mineral fuels, solar energy, hydroelectricity, etc.) will double by 2030.
The energy consumption of “emerging” countries, in particular, is expected to rise, demand for
domestic energy and for industrial and commercial uses. Petroleum, gas and coal are still the
most important sources of energy today. But as these become scarcer, because their renewal
takes millions of years, and their use is believed to contribute to climate change, many countries
are looking for other types of energy. European nations are investing in development of
renewable energy, like biomass (wood, plant waste, and manure), water, and wind, geothermal
or solar energy.

Use There are two distinct categories of diamonds: gem-grade and industrial-grade. Industrial
diamonds are valued mostly for hardness and heat conductivity. The hardness of diamond
means it will cut through any material - the dominant industrial use of diamond is as an
abrasive and in cutting, drilling, grinding, and polishing applications. Industrial diamonds are
embedded in large steel bits to drill into rock to well for water, oil and natural gas. They are
also used in machinery for drilling and cutting metal machine parts. Gem-grade diamonds are
TUPOFTXJUIIJHIRVBMJUZDPMPSBOEDMBSJUZUIBUNBLFUIFNTVJUBCMFGPSKFXFMSZPSJOWFTUNFOU
These stones are especially rare and make up a minor portion of worldwide diamond
production.
Mining and processing There are two main methods for mining diamond: 1.Pipe Mining: Pipe
mining refers to the extraction of diamonds from volcanic pipes (natural pipes in the ground).
In most countries, a diamond pipe mine is composed of kimberlite. Initially kimberlite is
dug from the surface of the pipes in open pit mining. Once the surface deposits have been
exhausted, shafts are sunk into the ground at the edge of the pipes, and tunnels are driven
into the deeper parts of the pipes. After the diamond-bearing rock is brought to the surface,
it is then transported to a screening plant where the diamonds are separated from the host
SPDL5ZQJDBMMZ BWFSZMBSHFBSFBIBTUPCFNJOFEUPDPMMFDUKVTUBTNBMMBNPVOUPGEJBNPOE
An average 250 tons of ore is mined to produce a one-carat (0.2 gram) gem-quality polished
diamond. 2. Alluvial Mining: involves extraction of diamonds from riverbeds or ocean
beaches. Walls are built to hold back the water and the sand on the bank or beach is moved
with a bulldozer until the level is reached where diamonds can be found. On beaches, walls
are built to hold back the surf, up to 25 meters of sand may be bulldozed aside to reach the
diamond-bearing level, then the earth is removed and transported to screening plants.
Location and quantity in Cameroon Diamond reserves are mainly in the East Region. Reserves
JOUIFDVSSFOUQSPKFDUJO.PCJMPOH TFFCFMPX BSFFTUJNBUFEBUNJMMJPODBSBUT0OFDBSBU
weighs 0.2 grams, so 18 million carats is approximately 3.5 tons.
Risks In some of the politically unstable central and west African countries, diamond mining
has been controversial because revolutionary groups have taken control of diamond mines, and
VTFEUIFQSPDFFETUPĕOBODFUIFJSPQFSBUJPOTćFEJBNPOETUIFZTFMMBSFLOPXOBTDPOĘJDU
diamonds or blood diamonds and traders doing business with such groups are considered to be
GVOEJOHBOEGVFMJOHQPMJUJDBMDPOĘJDUT*OSFTQPOTFUPQVCMJDDPODFSOUIBUEJBNPOEQVSDIBTFT
were contributing to war and human rights abuses the United Nations, the diamond industry
BOEEJBNPOEUSBEJOHOBUJPOTJOUSPEVDFEUIF,JNCFSMFZ1SPDFTTJOćJTBJNTUPFOTVSF
UIBUDPOĘJDUEJBNPOETBSFOPUNJYFEXJUIPUIFSEJBNPOET*USFRVJSFTEJBNPOEQSPEVDJOH
countries to provide proof that the money they make from selling diamonds is not used to fund
DSJNJOBMPSSFWPMVUJPOBSZBDUJWJUJFTćF,JNCFSMFZ1SPDFTTIBTCFFONPEFSBUFMZTVDDFTTGVMJO
MJNJUJOHUIFOVNCFSPGDPOĘJDUEJBNPOETFOUFSJOHUIFNBSLFU$BNFSPPOIBTTUBUFEJOUFOUJPO
UPKPJOUIF,JNCFSMFZQSPDFTT
Current projects to mine diamonds in Cameroon (March 2012) Diamond mining in Cameroon
has been conducted by artisan (small-scale, individual) miners in east region for some time.
%FWFMPQNFOUJTVOEFSXBZGPSJOEVTUSJBMNJOJOHJOFBTUSFHJPOCZUIF$,$PNQBOZ DSFBUFE
CZ,PSFBOCBTFE$$BOE$"1".JO$BNFSPPO GPDVTFEPOUIF.PCJMPOHQSPKFDUJO#PVNCB
and Ngoko divisions, with deposits estimated at 18 million carats (approximately 3.5 tons).
$,PCUBJOFEBOPQFSBUJOHQFSNJUGPS.PCJMPOHXJUIQMBOTUPTUBSUJOBOEDMBJNUIBUJU
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Nuclear energy is another alternative. In Africa uranium, which is used to produce nuclear
energy, is already being mined in Niger, Malawi, Namibia and South Africa. In the future, new
deposits in the continent will probably be opened for mining. Research is ongoing in Chad,
Botswana, Tanzania, Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo and Gabon. In
Cameroon, several uranium reserves are in the exploration phase.
What is uranium? How, exactly, is uranium used to produce energy? Does it have other uses?
How is it mined? Is it dangerous? What will the Cameroon government benefit from mining it
and what will it lose? This section offers some answers to these questions.
Uranium 6SBOJVNJTBIFBWZNFUBMGPVOEJOEJČFSFOUMBZFSTPGUIFFBSUITDSVTU*UEPFTOPU
exist in a pure state, it is always combined with other elements (granite, phosphate, etc.). It
shows many combined characteristics: it is radioactive, chemical and toxic. Uranium is an
important strategic natural resource found everywhere in nature: in rock and water.
Radioactivity Uranium is an unstable chemical element
which, over time, breaks down into 13 different elements.
When it breaks down, it emits alpha, beta and gamma
rays, which are known as radioactivity. The rays emitted
are invisible and odorless, yet they can cause many
health problems for people, such as damage to body cells,
deformities, burns, cancer, even death. These health risks
depend on the intensity of the radiation and duration of
exposure, also on the type of tissue exposed (also chapter
10).
Uses Uranium is mainly used for generating electricity, also for weapons, medical and industrial
uses.
1.Generating electricity - In the 1960s, nuclear fission, a reaction during in which the nucleus
of uranium is split into lighter particles, started to be used to generate electricity, the process
takes place in “nuclear reactors”, housed in nuclear power stations. Today, 17% of world
electricity is produced in this way. The reactors use uranium as fuel to boil water. The vapor
produced turns turbines to generate electricity.
2.Military - The first military use of uranium in the history of weapons was by the United
States, to make the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki during the Second World
War. The uranium used in making these bombs was from Africa (Democratic Republic of
Congo) and Canada. Today, there are other uses of uranium by the military. It is used in the
manufacture of tanks, tank shells, ammunition, planes and missiles.
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3. Medical Radiation therapy is a modern medical technique, it uses nuclear radiation to
destroy cancer cells. Products from the disintegration of uranium are also used in the diagnosis
and treatment of certain diseases.
4. Industrial Uranium can also be used to produce artificial radioactive substances called
“radioisotopes” for industrial and medical uses, and for scientific research. Industrial
irradiation helps in the process of fabricating resistant and light materials, it has for example
numerous applications in producing lighter prosthesis for medicine use, and resistant electric
cables for industry. These radioactive isotopes can also be fabricated in special devices called
“accelerators”, which do not need uranium.
Mining uranium There are many ways to mine a uranium deposit. Open Pit Mining also called
open sky, “open pit mining” involves removing large quantities of soil and sub-soil, and then
extracting the ore (the rock or material in which the uranium is contained). Open pit mining is
done when the ore is found relatively close to the surface. The rock is loosened by drilling and
blasting, dug out, loaded on dump trucks and carried to plants for processing. About one in
three mines are open pit.
Underground uranium mining involves many tunnels and shafts linked to one another. An
access shaft enables miners to get into the mine, drifts are the main supports of the mine.
The shafts are linked to galleries. These shafts and galleries are used for transporting miners,
equipment and carrying the ore to the surface, for air circulation, evacuation of water etc. This
method is most commonly used. Heap leaching (lixiviation)is a technique that can use many
methods, but the underlying principle is to spray chemicals onto the substrate to separate
uranium from the rocks and other impurities in which it is found. Lixiviate is the liquid
obtained at the end of the operation, it is processed to extract the dissolved substances.

Opportunities and the risks of Uranium mining In addition to the opportunities and risks
outlined above, in relation to the mining sector in general there are specific and very serious
potential risks for the population and the environment resulting from the development of a
uranium mine and from toxic and radioactive industrial waste.

Processing uranium Once uranium ore is extracted from the substrate, using one of the mining
methods described in the previous chapter, it is transported to a factory where it undergoes
the concentration process to extract the uranium from the ore. The factory is usually located
at the mine site, because to transport the large amount of ore somewhere else would be too
expensive. At the factory, the ore is crushed into fine powder and then chemically treated to
extract the uranium from the solution. This process produces a yellow-colored uranium powder
concentrate called “yellow cake”. Normally, one ton of uranium ore will produce about 500g
of yellowcake. The powder, in sealed barrels, is then transported by truck or train to a sea port,
where it is exported to the country that ordered it.

Air pollution by radon: radon is a natural, colorless, odorless and radioactive gas emitted
during the natural radioactive splitting of uranium. From the uranium mine, it can spread
through the atmosphere and reach people and animals by inhalation. The health effects of
exposure to radon are serious as it causes lung cancer.

Location and quantity of uranium in Cameroon There is uranium in different parts of
Cameroon, sometimes as indicators and at other times as deposits. Currently (2012), there are
OPFYUSBDUJPOQSPKFDUTPOMZDPNQBOJFTBUUIFSFTFBSDIJOHPSQSPTQFDUJOHTUBHFT UIJTNBLFTJU
EJďDVMUUPFTUJNBUFUIFVSBOJVNSFTFSWFTćFSFBSFUXPNBJOVSBOJVNQSPKFDUT JO,JUPOHP 
North region, with potential reserves of 13,125 tons, and Lolodorf in South region, estimated at
11,000 tons.
The minimum content of the deposits is 0.1%. The concentration in known uranium mines
worldwide varies between 0.05 and 0.5%. (Source: Ministry of Mines 2009)
Companies are researching uranium mining in Cameroon Many foreign companies have
obtained permits from the Cameroon government to prospect for uranium ore in the country.
Most are small Western companies, the table below contains information from the Ministry of
Mines, 2009.
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An open pit uranium mine in Namibia –
Photo by G Wippel

Chemical pollution: processing uranium requires the use of toxic chemicals including
ammonia, hydrochloric acid, kerosene and oxygenated water. If these substances leak into
nature they can seriously pollute the environment.

Production of and pollution by radioactive residue: most uranium residue left on rocks is
not processed because it contains very little uranium. Nevertheless, it is still radioactive. If it
is not properly blocked away, it emits radon and radioactive ash, which is then spread by the
wind and can affect the health of people in the area. These wastes could also reach underground
water after rainwater soaks through them. Heaps of waste can also contain toxic chemicals: acid,
arsenic, nitrates and heavy metals.
ćFESBJOBHFXBUFSGSPNUIFESJMMJOHBOEUIFSBJOXBUFSĘPXJOHJOTJEFUIFNJOFJTBMTPBSJTL
Water pollution comes from the contamination of the underground water table, which in some
instances swells the layers of uranium. Other sources may mix with the uranium, which can
cause irreversible pollution.
Uranium projects are very demanding of energy and water. The large amount of water
required to produce the “yellow cake” is usually drawn on the spot can decrease the water table.
Health risks in the population: The effect of uranium radiation on the human body depends
on the amount received, time and mode of exposure, and the radio element involved.
Radioactive materials and radon gas constitute a serious hazard for the population, one that
enters the body through inhalation or ingestion, and can lead to gene mutations, birth defects,
cancers, leukemia, reproductive problems, etc.
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Occupational health hazards in a uranium mine: workers regularly exposed to radioactive
and toxic products face serious health risks. There are many examples of miners around the
world, who many years after the end of mining, suffer from severe and deadly diseases because
of exposure to radioactivity.
Green house gases are emitted in significant quantities during Uranium production. To
produce one ton of uranium takes the equivalent of 9.7 tons of petrol.
Examples from
uranium mines
around the world
show that in the
short term chemical
pollution causes
most serious
damages. Threats
from radiation are
subtle and appear
over a very long
period of time. It
is after the closure
of the mine that
many health and
environmental problems emerge.
What is the law on uranium and uranium mining?
Law No. 2001 of 16 April 2001 on the mining Code restricts the mining of uranium. Among
other laws applicable to uranium mines, we could cite Law No. 95/08 on radioprotection
adopted on 30 January 1995, the framework law on the environment of 1996 and the order of
2005 on environmental impact studies.
10.1 Main articulation of the mining Code The mining code and its decree of application
organize mining activities and promote investment in the mining sector throughout Cameroon.
While the mining code opens the sector to all moral persons without distinction of nationality,
it also sets conditions of eligibility such as an obligation of residency for all applicants.
There are three main types of mining permits: reconnaissance permits (Section 32), prospection
permits (Section 37) and exploitation permits (Section 45). According to the law, the Minister
of Mines is in charge of issuing reconnaissance and prospection permits, while only the
President of the Republic can issue a mining permit. The permit to prospect for uranium
is delivered for an initial period of 3 years maximum, renewable 4 times for a duration not
exceeding 2 years each time (See Sections 38 (1)(2)) of the Mining Code of 2001). As for the
mining permit, it does not exceed 25 years and can only be renewed under certain conditions
outlined in Section 48 (2) of the Mining Code. Once the permit has been issued by the
president of the Republic, it is the duty of the holder of the permit, pursuant to Section 52 of the
mining Code, to inform the Minister of Mines of the progress of his activities.
Mining can be done in zones close to housing, protected areas or sacred sites, under condition
that the applicant obtains the appropriate permit. It means that even though a uranium mine is
dangerous to humans because of its radioactivity, it could be authorized near a built-up area.
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Major articulations of the Decree of application of the Mining Code: The Decree of application of
the Mining Code No 2002/846/PM/ of 26 March 2002 obliges the holder of the prospection permit
GPSVSBOJVNPSPUIFSTVCTUBODFTUPQBZBDBVUJPOFRVBMUPUIFPQFSBUPSTRVBSUFSMZFYQFOTFTPOUIF
QSPKFDU'PSUIFNJOJOHQFSNJU UIJTDBVUJPOJTTFUJOUIF.JOJOHDPOWFOUJPOBUPGUIFUPUBM
investment of the operator before the first commercial production. The operator of the mine settles
his financial obligations towards the public treasury.
Mining royalties paid by the operator are divided as follows: 25% to local communities affected by
the mine (10% for the communities and 15% for the councils), 25% for agents from the department
of mines to monitor the activities and 50% for the public treasury.
Other specific fiscal arrangements which are applied to the mining sector, including uranium, like
payment of company tax and custom duty are indicated in the Tax Code and investment Charter.
10.2 The law on radioprotection In 1995, Cameroon adopted Law No 95/08 of 30 January 1995 on
radioprotection. This law protects man and the environment against activities emitting radioactivity.
Article 3 of this law regulates mining of uranium and other minerals like thorium, and nuclear
activities: owners of a uranium mine in Cameroon have to take adequate measures to protect people
and their property against exposure to radioactivity. Exposure of humans and the environment to
radiation is a crime proscribed by the said law (Article 7and 8) and the Penal Code with sentences
ranging from imprisonment from 5 to 10 years and fines varying between FCFA 200,000 to
20,000,000
10.3 Protection of the Environment The 2001 Mining Code and its decree of application of
2002, alongside the 1996 framework law on the environment and the Prime ministerial order on
environmental impact studies transfers a certain number of responsibilities to the mining companies:
they have to ensure that mining activities respect the protection of the environment and the general
public.
ćFGSBNFXPSLMBXPOUIFFOWJSPONFOUHVBSBOUFFTFWFSZDJUJ[FOTSJHIUUPBIFBMUIZ
environment and information on the negative impacts of all noxious activities on man, the
environment and health, as well as the measures taken for the protection or the compensation for
these effects (See sections 5 and 7(1)). It also integrates the following fundamental principles:
The principle of precaution: Measures must be taken when there are enough reasons to believe
that an activity or product risks causing severe and irreversible damage to the environment. These
measures could include:
- if it concerns an activity, limiting or ending that activity or,
- if it is a product, banning the product, even if the formal proof of a cause/effect relation
between the activity or product and the consequences could not be established beyond
reasonable doubt.
Principle of rectification at source: This principle shows that it is cheaper and easier to remove a
source of pollution before it becomes a problem, or take steps to avoid the danger, instead of taking
corrective measures to clean up or repair damage after an accident.
The public participation principle: This principle shows that the participation of everybody
in sustainable development is essential. Sustainable development requires behavior change,
sensitization of each person, and the participation of all in decision making through participative
democracy.
The principle of responsibility means that we are responsible for the consequences of our actions,
even the unforeseen ones, and the principle of precaution has to be applied to prevent these
disturbing consequences.
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The polluter-pays principle means charges for preventive measures, reducing and avoiding
pollution must be paid for by the polluter. This principle is one of the essential principles for
drawing up environmental principles.

Subject: Economics
Class: Lower Sixth Arts

Environmental impact
assessments must by law be
carried out, by all promoters
PSIPMEFSTPGNJOJOHQSPKFDUT
with potential to impact
the environment. The EIA
TIPVMEEFTDSJCFUIFQSPKFDU
and its impact, as well as the
measures to be taken by the
company to mitigate or lessen
the impact.
Concerning the waste, the
law stipulates that anyone
who produces or keeps waste
must take the necessary
measures to eliminate or
recycle it.

Government revenues from mining.
Flat fee: A fee paid to the Public Treasury
for the attribution, renewal or transfer of
a permit, mining or quarry title relative to
the research or the exploitation of mined
minerals.
Land royalty: Tax paid by the holders of
reconnaissance, research and exploitation
permits. This royalty is fixed by regulation on
an annual basis and is paid in advance from

Economics lesson, on Mining in Cameroon
Topic: Production
Duration: 90 mins

Lesson Topic: Extractive Industries
Average age: 16 years

Skills to impart: Research, Reading and Exposition.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson, students should be able to:

*EFOUJGZBOECSJFĘZEFĕOFEJČFSFOUNJOJOHBDUJWJUJFT
2. Explain four benefits of mining activities to the Cameroon economy.
3. Explain four problems associated with mining activities.
4. Suggest at least three strategies to reduce the problems associated with mining.
Teacher’s guidelines
Introductory phase: the teacher should use different types of questions to help students realize
that there are minerals in Cameroon, what they are, etc.
For example: Name some of the natural resources of Cameroon. Where are the resources found?
What are the resources used for?

the date of attribution of the title.
"E7BMPSVNUBY.JOFSBMTFYUSBDUFEGSPNUIF
soil or under the ground within the national
territory for exploitation or research are
TVCKFDUUPBQSPQPSUJPOBMUBYPOUIFWBMVFPG
product extracted, known as ad valorem tax.
Extraction tax: Tax paid on every extraction
of materials, proportionate to the volume of
materials extracted

TASK
Group 1: Read and discuss the document provided until able to state at least 3 extractive industries in Cameroon and the regions where they occur.
Group 2: Read and discuss the document provided until able to explain at least four benefits of
extractive industries to the Cameroon economy.
Group 3: Read the document provided until able to explain at least four problems created by
extractive industries in Cameroon.
How to manage the resources
Strategy 1: if the means provide, duplicate relevant pages of this booklet,enough copies for
students to read in pairs.
Strategy 2: if strategy 1 is not possible, teacher can put a smaller number of copies in the library
for students to consult ahead of the lesson.
Rational of the Lesson
1.
The students become environmentally conscious
2.
Students attitudes vis-à-vis waste management in school changes and they show
awareness and concern for the environmental and health impacts
of our developing industrial and mining sectors.
3.
Students educate their parents and society on environmental issues and
be implicated with the activities of industrialists.

Site of artisan
gold extraction
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GROUP WORK SESSION
CONSOLIDATION

Paper mash

La technique du
Papier mâché

How to make teaching aids at no
cost while teaching waste
management and recycling

Matériel nécessaire
1.
Du papier usagé provenant des
feuilles de même qualité : feuilles
dactylographiées, feuilles de
KPVSOBVY GFVJMMFTEFDBIJFST
2.
Un bol

%FMFBVQSPQSF
4.
Une paire de ciseaux
5.
Du coton-tige usagé ou neuf
6.
Des morceaux de craie (des barres
ou des restes de craie utilisée).
7.
Une surface plane (exemple : un
plateau)
8.
Un mortier et un pilon
9.
Une meule (pierre à écraser)
10.
De petites boîtes avec bouchons

Items needed
1.
Used papers of the same quality
eg typing sheets, newspaper, papers from
exercise books
2.
A bowl
3.
Clean water
4.
A pair of scissors
5.
Used/new cotton bolls
6.
Pieces of chalk (remains from used chalk).

"ĘBUTVSGBDFFHBUSBZ
8.
Mortar and pistle
9.
Grinding stone
10.
Small tins/corks

Procedure / Procédure
Tear or cut papers into small pieces (e.g 4cm sq)
%ÏDIJSFSPVEÏDPVQFSEVQBQJFS ËMBJEFEFT
ciseaux) en petits morceaux (de 4cm2 par
exemple)

1.

2.

STUDENT FEEDBACK

3.
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Put the pieces of papers into a bowl and
pour in clean water to cover the papers like
you do with soaked clothes
Mettre le papier découpé dans un bol et
WFSTFSEFMFBVQSPQSFKVTRVËDPVWSJSUPVU
le papier comme vous le faites avec des
vêtements trempés.

Leave to soak in the water for at
least 10 hours
$POTFSWFSMFQBQJFSEBOTMFBV
pendant au moins 10 heures.
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4.

5.

Remove papers from water
Retirer et égoutter.

7.

Squeeze water out of the mash
as you work, and press it firmly
into shape to ensure it holds
together as it dries

8.

1VUPCKFDUJOUIFTVOUPHFUESZ
This can take 3 or more days
depending on the intensity of
the sun.



-BJTTFSTÏDIFSMPCKFUQSPEVJU
au soleil. Cela peut prendre 3
KPVSTPVQMVTFOGPODUJPOEF
MJOUFOTJUÏEVTPMFJM

9.

Grind the chalk on stone until
it is a fine, smooth powder.

Rub papers between
hands like washing
clothes, or pound
papers in mortar, to
make a pulp.
Écraser de manière à
obtenir une pâte.

Ecraser la craie sur la pierre
pour obtenir une poudre fine.

6.

*GZPVBSFNBLJOHBĘBUPCKFDU
like a map or sign board,
prepare a tray by covering it
with alayer of dry sheets of
paper. Spread the mash on tray
to produce the shape, thickness
and design of your choice.
Tapisser un plaque plat de
papier sèche. Etaler la pâte
sur le plateau de manière à
BWPJSMÏQBJTTFVSTPVIBJUÏFFUMF
design de votre choix. Presser
MFQÉUFQPVSMFTTPSFS1SPEVJSF
VOPCKFURVFWPVTWPVMF[
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10.

Put chalk into containers, add
some water and mix well until
it looks like paint or coloured
water.
Mettre la poudre de craie dans
la boîte (avec bouchon) et
BKPVUFSVOQFVEFBV3FNVFS
pour obtenir un mélange qui
ressemble à de la peinture ou à
EFMFBVDPMPSÏF
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11.

Dip cotton bolls
into mixture and
QBJOUPCKFDUXJUI
your desired
colours.
Tremper le
coton-tige dans le
mélange obtenu et
étaler la couleur
EÏTJSÏFTVSMPCKFU
fabriqué

Answers to commonly asked questions?
1.

What if object is produced on a rainy day?
- Answer a: ,FFQPCKFDUJOBTBGF XFMMWFOUJMBUFEQMBDFVOUJMUIFTVOCFHJOTUPTIJOFUIFO
you can put it out to dry.
- Answer b: if you live in an area where people use ovens often e.g cocoa producing areas,
XIFOUIFZIBWFĕOJTIFEESZJOHUIFJSDPDPBQVUJOZPVSPCKFDUUPHFUESZ

2.

I have a very big class (more than 60 students) how possible it is for me
to work with them using paper mash.
- Answer: 7FSZQPTTJCMFBOEFBTJFS1SPEVDFPOFPCKFDUXJUITPNFTUVEFOUTUBLJOHBDUJWF
participation in its production, then put students in groups and ask them to

3:

Do you use gum (glue) in the production process?
- Answer: No! Gum once put into water becomes weak and useless

4.

12.

1VUZPVSPCKFDUJO
the sun to get dry.



-BJTTFSMPCKFU
sécher au soleil.


5.

I am a religious knowledge/science teacher (chemistry, physics,
biology) how can this paper mash be useful to me?
- Answer a: In religious knowledge you can write important declarations, memory verses
and warnings using paper mash.
- Answer b: In Biology most diagrams can be made using paper mash e.g fish, toad,
reptiles and mammals including parts of the human body like the heart and the skull.
- In chemistry we can produce and present shapes e.g cube when talking about cubic
chloride, hexagon when talking about hexagonal crystals.
- It would be interesting to know that in a physics class of about 25 students 5 did not
LOPXXIBUTPMJETBSF"OZPCKFDUQSPEVDFEXJUIQBQFSNBTIJTTPMJE
*ONBUIFNBUJDTGSBDUJPOTDBOCFUIPVHIUVTJOHPCKFDUTQSPEVDFEGSPNQBQFSNBTI

I work in the domestic science section of my school. How can paper
mash be useful?
- Answer: There is a lot of decoration done in the domestic sciences. We can use paper
mash to do decoration on the walls and corners of our houses-we can label different
PCKFDUTJOUIFEPNFTUJDTDJFODFSPPNFHLJUDIFOVUFOTJMT ESJOLJOHQBJM MBVOESZ
equipment.

BEWARE
1.
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ćFĕOJTIFEPCKFDUNVTUOPUCF
put into water because the main
raw material used is paper. It will
fall apart if it gets wet.
"UUFOUJPO-PCKFUQSPEVJUOF
doit pas être plongée dans de
MFBV DBSMBQSJODJQBMFNBUJÒSF
première utilisée est le papier. Il
WBTFEÏUÏSJPSFSTJMFTUNPVJMMÏ

2.

)BOEMFPCKFDUXJUIDBSFFMTFJU
may easily break.



.BOJQVMFSMPCKFUQSPEVJUBWFD
soin car il peut facilement se
briser

6.

Can we use different kinds of paper at the same time?
- No, because they would not get soft at the same time.

General Remarks
Paper mash can be used for general decoration at home or in school. We could use it to
NBLFLOPXOPVSXJTIFTUPQFPQMFFHA:PVBSFXFMDPNFUPPVSIPNFTDIPPM
Paper mash could also be used to indicate directions in building eg an administrative
CVJMEJOHDPVMEIBWFUIFGPMMPXJOHEJSFDUJPOTA0ďDF A4FDSFUBSJBU A1SJODJQBM A5PJMFU 
A$MBTT FUD
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Medicinal Plant Gardens in Schools
*O+BOVBSZ6/"'"4$71BOE*451
held a training workshop to prepare and
engage teachers and school administration
for setting up and running demonstration
medicinal plant gardens in their schools.
The presentation below was drafted during
one session by Mr. Chungai Fidelis from
CPC Bali, Mr. Banka Ivo, PCSS Azire and
Mr. Banboye Fred from PSS Nkwen. It
provides some ideas, there is much more
that you can find on-line, in books and
from resource people around you. ENJOY!

Some common, key plants that could be included:
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Benefits the garden can bring to teaching and learning in a SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Benefits for Teachers
t

Medicinal Plant Gardens in School.
t

t

t

:PVSHBSEFONBZCFBEFNBSDBUFEQJFDFPGMBOEPSJOUFHSBUFESJHIUBDSPTTZPVSDBNQVT
It will contain a variety of plants that have some kind of medicinal/health benefits
including first aid.
*UTIPVMECFQMBOOFE IBWFTQFDJĕFEHPBMT CFEPDVNFOUFE QSPNPUFEBOEJOUFHSBUFE
into teaching and learning. Special care must be given to guarantee continuity and
sustainability.
*UNBZJODMVEFMPDBMOBUJWFQMBOUT XJEFMZLOPXOQMBOUT PSCPUI

t
t
t

t

The value a medicinal plant garden can have in school?
t
t
t

t
t
t

t
t

t

t
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1SPWJEFĕSTUBJEBUOPDPTUUPUIFDPNNVOJUZ FTQFDJBMMZGPSTVEEFOBJMNFOUTMJLFTOBLF
bites, poisons, physiological disorders, and including some more complicated ones.
#FBVUJGZSFGSFTIUIFFOWJSPONFOUoTQFDJFTMJLF/FFN "[BEJSBDIJJOEJDB BOENBOgo provide shade as well as products for health of people, animals and other plants.
&OSJDITFSWJDFTQSPWJEFEUPTUVEFOUTTUBČJODBOUFFOoNJOU QJDUVSFCFMPX HSPXJOH
in an old car tyre), beetroot, carrots, lemon grass, garlic, ginger and other native plants
DBOCFHSPXOBOEVTFEUPBEEĘBWPVSBOEIFBMUIJOFTTUPGPPEBOEESJOLTTFSWFEJO
school.
4PNFQMBOUTEJTDPVSBHFEBOHFSPVTBOJNBMTMJLFTOBLFT QFTUTMJLFSBUT
4PNFQMBOUTBSFBSPNBUJD FHRVFFOPGUIFOJHIU :MBOH:MBOH $BOBOHBPEPSBUBJTB
species used commercially in perfumery.
1SPNPUFUIFTDIPPMEFNPOstrate innovation, attracting
new students.
#SJOHBCPVUJOUFSTDIPPM
competitions.
3FGSFTIJOHćFHBSEFO
can create quiet corners for
reading, relaxation, a venue
for meetings, taking photos,
drawing, meditation.
3FEVDFFYQFOEJUVSFCZ
kitchen, infirmary and staff
room.
*ODPNFHFOFSBUJPO

"GSJDBOJPEJOF "TQJMJBBGSJDBOB UPUSFBUDVUTBOETNBMMXPVOET
&VQIPSCJBIJSUBoGPSAVQTFUTUPNBDI
'FWFSHSBTT $ZNCPQPHPODJUSBUVT UPFBTFGFWFS DPME BOEBSFMBYJOHCFWFSBHF
"MJHBUPSQFQQFSoBXJME"GSPNPOVNTQFDJFTJOUIFHJOHFSGBNJMZ
#VTIQFQQFSoIFSCBDFPVTGPSFTUQMBOU
"MPFWFSB"MPFCBSCBEFOTJT
8JMEHBSEFOFHHo4PMBOVNBDVMFBTUSVN
/KBOHTBOH3JDJOPEFOESPOIFVEFMPUJJ BUSFFXJUIGBTDJOBUJOHCPUBOJDBMGFBUVSFT 
a common spice and as ingredient in soup is very nutritive and easily digested by
convalescing patients

t

ćFHBSEFODBOQSPWJEFNBUFSJBM
and opportunity for practical and
demonstration lessons.
&ODPVSBHFBOENPUJWBUFSFTFBSDI
QSPKFDUT
5BYPOPNJDTUVEJFTPGQMBOUTJO
classrooms and outside.
.BUFSJBMGPSNBUIDMBTTFT SFDPSEJOH
and graphing percentage germination,
growth rates, statistics...
-FBSOJOHTDJFOUJĕDSFTFBSDIUFDIOJRVFT
testing hypotheses, measuring,
recording and analyzing data.
4VCKFDUNBUUFSGPSTPDJBMTUVEJFT 
interviewing plant experts in the
community, writing reports and essays.

Benefits for Students

Benefits for the whole school community

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

t

t

"DUJWFBOEQSBDUJDBMMFBSOJOH
-FTTPOTUIBUSFMBUFUPFWFSZEBZMJGF
*OGPSNBOEJOTQJSFDBSFFSDIPJDFT
%FWFMPQBIPCCZ
-FBSOBCPVUJODPNFHFOFSBUJPO
-FBSOIPXUPQSPEVDFQMBOUTBUIPNF
-FBSOBCPVUDVMUVSBMBOECJPEJWFSTJUZ
heritage.
&YQFSJFODFPGQSPKFDUQMBOOJOHBOE
QSPKFDUNBOBHFNFOU

t

$POTFSWBUJPOMPDBMQMBOUTCFDPNJOHSBSF
can be grown.
*/'03.QMBOUTTIPVMECFMBCFMFE XJUI
names in local and international languages,
with ecological and other information.
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Education

FIELD EXCURSIONS
THE MEFOU PRIMATE SANCTUARY

The Mefou primate sanctuary is an education
centre. At the sanctuary students and teachers can
learn more about animals and plants.

The Mefou Primate
Sanctuary is situated
at Metet village on the
road to Mefou town
45-60 minutes drive
from the centre of
Yaoundé city through
the Mbalmayo road.
This sanctuary on a
surface area of about
875 hectares is home to
>250 primates.
The Mefou primate
sanctuary was created
to make a safe place for
orphan primates. These
primates came from
QFPQMFXIPXFSFLFFQJOHUIFNJMMFHBMMZ TPNFBSFCSPVHIUCZQFPQMFXIPSFBMJTFUIFZTIPVMEOUIBWF
them, many were confiscated by Forest guards or gendarmes from homes where they were being kept as
pets, or in bars and clubs for entertainment, or from hunters who after killing the parents of the animals
collect the babies in order to sell. The primates at the Mefou primate sanctuary include chimpanzees,
western lowland gorillas,
mandrills , redcap
mangabe, baboons and a
variety of forest guenons.
These animals are kept
in the sanctuary with
the aim of reintroducing
them into the forest again
after some time.
Benefits Accruing
from the Creation of
the Mefou Primate
Sanctuary.
Pupils, students, teachers,
villagers and tourists
have benefited from the
sanctuary in different
ways. Some of these ways
are discussed below:

Animals: In the nursery and primary schools in
Cameroon animals and animal life are topics on
UIF&OWJSPONFOUBM&EVDBUJPO (FOFSBM,OPXMFEHF 
Moral Education and English Language syllabuses.
The Mefou primate Sanctuary is a place to study
these through observation and experience of live
animals in a secure and conducive environment.
Pupils, students, teachers and other interested
persons can study the characteristics, physical
and behavioural of these animals at the sanctuary.
Differences like gorillas are generally calm while
chimpanzees are generally noisy are worth taking
note of. That the gorillas, chimpanzees, mandrills
and monkeys are generally vegetarians and eat
mostly fruits, leaves, roots and barks of trees could
be of interest to the students. Teachers can also
take advantage of the domestic animals, the sheep,
goats, donkeys and cats kept by the villagers there.
Teachers can also take advantage of the domestic
animals, the sheep, goats, donkeys and cats kept by
the villagers there.
Plants: In Geography students need to learn about the different types of forest – primary or
virgin forest which is forest that is mature in terms of the number of species, and has grown
naturally (that is they were not planted by man) and secondary forest that is growing back after
some kind of disturbance, human or natural. The Mefou Primate Sanctuary has vegetation
made up mostly of secondary forest, students can also see a remnant of primary forest, the last
moabi tree in the area is in the sanctuary, it is a forest tree with red wood and seeds that are
easily dispersed by elephants. Probably there were elephants in the Mefou forest that helped in
dispersing the seeds that later germinated and grew to be these trees today. The rattan or cane
plant which is the only palm that grows like a vine is also found in the Mefou forest, it can be
seen scrambling up through the trees, often high into the canopy. The forest baobab is also
present, it does not grow as big as the savannah baobab.
Often teachers in the Cameroon primary schools teach pupils about the different kinds of trees
KVTUCZOBNJOHUIFN BGFXUFBDIFSTCSJOHTPNFPGUIFGSVJUTUPDMBTTUPTIPXUIFQVQJMTCVU
they do not show the children the trees. Children in the cities and big towns hardly know what
many of our common plants look like. The Mefou forest is a place where pupils can see, touch,
smell (and taste in some cases) the different plants, and parts of plants in order to know them
properly. They can observe and write about, how they grow, the size, the leaves, the type of plant
and learn how to identify the plants even when they do not have fruits on them. Domestic trees
you can see in the sanctuary forest include coconut, banana, pear, mango, guava, plum, different
palms and cocoa.
ćF.FGPV1SJNBUFTBODUVBSZJTUIFSFGPSFOPUKVTUBOPSQIBOBHFGPSXJMEMJGFCVUJUJTBMTPB
school and an education centre.
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A Research Centre (Institute)

Villagers in the sanctuary

The Mefou Primate Sanctuary could be a research centre for people who have specialized or
want to specialize in one field of study or the other, such as botanists, biologists, veterinarians.
Also for researchers who want to develop special skills in areas such as understanding animal
behaviour and communication, habitat, growth, feeding, reproduction, digestion and posture.
In order to have and continue to keep these plants and animals in this world we must study
them closely. There are some limitations when it comes to observing the animals in the wild
CFDBVTFPGGFBSPGXIBUNBZIBQQFOUPVT FYQFOTF EJďDVMUZDPNJOHDMPTFUPUIFBOJNBMTBOE
the amount of time needed. At the Mefou forest the animals and plants are always there,
for there are guards who take care of them.

It should be noted that there are people living inside the park, a community of local people,
several hundred in total, with about 30 (men, women and children) in the main village close to
the animals and visitor centre. It has been their home since before the sanctuary was started,
where their ancestors lived, died and were buried. Their graves are there till today. The villagers
are involved in many economic activities. These include peasant farming, they produce tubers
like cassava ( their main staple food ), cocoyam, and sweet potatoes. Cassava leaves are pounded
and cooked as vegetables to be eaten with boiled cassava. They also grow grain crops like
maize, and beans, plantains, bananas and fruit trees. They have mangos, pears, plums, guavas,
palms and cocoa. Cocoa is the main cash crop of the area. The leafy vegetables huckleberry and
amarantus are grown in small quantities. Sometimes they collect mushrooms, “eru” (a kind of
vegetable) and bitter leaves. Some of the villagers are hunters and they hunt rodents such as rat
moles and squirrels in and around the sanctuary. The villagers also keep some domestic animals
like sheep, pigs, goats, and birds mainly chicken. Some of the young women sell in bars (such
as the Bar de Chimpanzee and Bar de Gorille) opened by their husbands or other relatives.
Some of the young men work in the park as caregivers. Caregivers are the people who feed the
primates at the sanctuary. With these activities they earn a living.

A Place of Co-habitation for Man and Wildlife
Right inside the Mefou Primate Sanctuary is found a village with a population of about 30
people. These villagers are natives of the area, who lived there long before the place was made a
park. The villagers have learned to live with the primates. Although the primates live in wired
fences they have been known to escape from their enclosures and then they are frightened to
move back. There are no reports of any one being hurt by the animals and all staff know the
procedure should an animal come out.
A Source of Employment
At the Mefou sanctuary many young people have been employed as guards, receptionists and
care-takers of people coming into the sanctuary for one reason or the other.
A Source of Income
About 100 people visit the sanctuary
every day. Nationals pay a token
sum of 2000 fcfa per person while
nonnationals pay 7500 fcfa per person.
This adds to the income of the country
- the money is used for payment of
staff salaries and for vetinary and
general provision for the animals.
The villagers have also opened small
business units such as bars and
foodstuff selling places as a service
to the visitors and to make money
for their daily use. They also make
money from the sale of souvenirs
that they make and traditional dance
performances for visitors.
Touristic Site
The sanctuary is a touristic site.
Tourists from in and out of the
country come into the park to see the
primates and discover more about
life at the sanctuary. The site is safe,
TFDVSFEBOEFOKPZBCMF
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Problems faced by the villagers who live in the sanctuary
The sanctuary needs to be calm because generally animals do not like loud noise. It is not easy
for the villagers to stay without making noise, when celebrating certain happenings in the
village such as the birth of a new born baby, baptism, marriages and success of their children
in school. Children may sometimes like to play and shout at the top of their voices but at the
sanctuary everybody must learn to speak in low tunes.
The villagers are advised to keep away from the primates and to move away from the path of
the animals should they ever meet them. For the sanctuary to be condusive for the animals the
vegetation needs to either remain what it is or be allowed to grow more and more. This is only
possible if no construction is ever done in or around the park. However the children of the
villagers in the park need to go to school, the people need health care facilities such as a health
centre and they at least need roads connecting them to other villages around. The children of
the villagers attend school out of the village. The nearest school and health centre are at Ekali.
Walking from the sanctuary to Ekali can take an adult one hour twenty minutes and children
UBLFMPOHFSćFSFJTKVTUPOFNPUPSBCMFSPBEJOUPBOEPVUPGUIFTBODUVBSZBOEUIFSFTUPGUIF
roads are footpaths.
Views of non-nationals about the sanctuary
ćFTBODUVBSZJTOJDF UIFFOUSBODFGFFJTRVJUFIJHICVUHFOFSBMMZWJTJUPSTEPOUNJOEQBZJOH
UIJTBTUIFZLOPXUIFNPOFZJTVTFEUPDPWFSSVOOJOHDPTUT7JTJUPST FTQFDJBMMZGSPN:BPVOEÏ
appreciate Mefou as a retreat from the bustle and pollution of the city, it is relaxing to be in
the countryside and amongst nature. Seeing the animals in a healthy environment, with lots of
space is refreshing and inspiring.
Entrance Modalities:

Nationals
Non-nationals

adults 2000 fcfa
children 500 fcfa
adults 7500 fcfa
children 2000 fcfa
valid Nov 2013
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UNAFAS was registered in Yaoundé, in 1994. The vision of
its founders was for an association that could unite the
peoples of Africa, help them appreciate their common
heritage, the multitude of uniqueness on the continent, and to
find solutions to Africa's problems that builds on and
celebrates these. Enabling methodologies are central to
UNAFAS work which promotes collaboration and common
purpose at all levels, because we believe that unity in
communities is the basis for national solidarity, and that to
improve the continent Africans must learn to work together.

I.S.T.P. the pedagogic In Service Training Programme of
the Presbyterian Church in Cameroon and Cameroon Baptist
Convention was established in 1994. It covers 35 colleges and
>300 primary schools, working with over 700 secondary and
1500 primary school teachers within Cameroon. It has
trained over 60 teacher trainers in the area of learner
centred and activity based education. The ISTP coordinator
is based at head office in Bamenda, North West Region.
There are three advisors, based at stations in Kumbo,
Bamenda and Buea.

CVP, the UNAFAS Conservation Values Programme was
established in 2005 'to promote and work for the protection
and restoration of Africa's environment.' Its goal is to develop
interest in and positive attitudes and behaviours towards the
natural environment.

The goal of ISTP is to provide ‘Education for life’ and
‘education for liberation’ that will enable Cameroonian
children to cope with the challenges of the rapidly changing
world.

Cameroon 2ur +ome was conceived and produced by Penny Fraser
The paper mash practical was developed by TamnMong 0elanie Sheshe, teacher and CVP associate
The Economics lesson is the work of 0r Samgwa'a Essaw, teacher at PSS Nkwen, Bamenda.
The teachers guide to 0efou Park was written by TamnMong 0elanie with Edwin Teku Ncha.
Karen /yonga, ']elagha Banboye Frederick, NMobati Frederick Fond]enyuy and many PCC and
CBC teachers tested material in their schools, provided feedback and critical input.

8JMTPO &0QQJO3FBLB,VEMB .$ 8JMTPO%&8JMTPO&0&ET#JPEJWFSTJUZ**
understanding and protecting biological resources. Joseph Henry Press, Washington DC. USA.
8IJUUBLFS3+ "SBÞKP .# +FQTPO1 -BEMF 3+ 8BUTPO+&. 8JMMJT ,+ Conservation
Biogeography: assessment and prospect. Diversity and Distributions, (Diversity Distrib.) 11, 3–23.
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This teaching resource, written and prepared by educators in Cameroon, was produced
with assistance from Siren Conservation Education and Tusk.

Siren Conservation Education
Siren works to promote conservation of wildlife AND human well-being. Our aim is to
engage people so they know what is at stake and what they can do to help.
Siren opens people’s minds and hearts to Nature and nurtures that connection.

“…for we will not ﬁght to save what we do not love.”
Stephen Jay Gould (Eight Little Piggies, 1993)

Through the PACE project
Siren and Tusk share a
broad-ranging pack of
conservation education
resources.
E-mail pace@siren.org.uk
to ﬁnd out more.

With contributions from

Last Great Ape Organisation,
Cameroon
www.laga.enforcement.org
www.unafas.org
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